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RESUME 

YouTube skønheds videoers effekt på forbruger adfærd blandt seerne  

 

Online skønheds videoer på det sociale medie YouTube har oplevet en stigende interesse. De mest 

populære videoer er lavet af uafhængige skabere som kontinuerligt laver og deler videoer så som 

instruktions videoer i at lægge makeup og produkt anmeldelser. Den tiltagende interesse for disse 

videoer både hos skønhedsindustrien og blandt forbrugere frembragte nogle udvalgte spørgsmål om 

hvorvidt disse videoer har en effekt på forbruger kulturen blandt dem som ser dem. Flere af 

videoerne er sponsoreret af firmaer og det var derfor ligeledes relevant at undersøge om betalt 

indhold gør en forskel på seernes syn på disse videoer (Pixability 2015).  

Spørgsmålet som dette studie har til formål at undersøge blev således:  

Hvordan påvirker YouTube skønheds videoer seernes forbruger adfærd?  Og er det muligt at 

genkende nogle forbrugsmønstre blandt seerne som en effekt af YouTube skønheds guruer?  

Den teoriestiske ramme for studiet blev valgt ud fra at forskningsområdet er indenfor det 

socialvidenskabelige og at formålet er en forståelse af den menneskelige adfærd indenfor det valgte 

område, snarer end en forventning om en endegyldig sandhed. I forhold til problemformuleringen 

relevante teorier om forbruger adfærd blev derfor udvalgt. Den teoretiske ramme bestod af Meaning 

Transfer Modellen og teorier om forbruger adfærd i forbindelse med kilden af en besked, beskeden i 

sig selv, forbruger motivationer, forbrugernes selv, gruppe indflydelse og meningsledere.   

Fremgangen for studiet var at først skabe en helheds forståelse og forsøge at identificere nogle 

mønstre hos forbrugerne indenfor denne online kultur. Ved hjælp af kvantitative undersøgelser i 

form af et online spørgeskema blev der samplet de første empiriske data. Disse data blev analyseret 

med Meaning Transfer Modellen i et forsøg på at erkende mønstre blandt seerne af YouTube 

skønheds videoer. Der blev herved identificeret en effekt på seernes forbruger adfærd med hensyn 

til køb af skønheds produkter samt en effekt på forbrugerne præferencer af skønhedsmærker.  

Det blev dernæst forsøgt at opnå en forståelse af dette fænomen, det vil sige at finde ud af hvordan 

og hvorfor disse videoer har en effekt på forbruger adfærden blandt seerne. Der blev til dette formål 

gennemført kvalitative interviews med fem seere af YouTube skønheds videoer. Ved at analysere 
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deres svar med de førnævnte teorier om forbruger adfærd blev det muligt at få indsigt i nogle af de 

subjektive tilgrundliggende motivationer for at se YouTube skønheds videoer og for at købe de 

produkter som bliver vist i videoerne.  

Resultatet af analysen blev en dybere forståelse at adfærden indenfor den udvalgte ramme. Det blev 

blandt andet identificeret at kildens rolle i denne sammenhæng har en stor betydning for hvor 

modtagelige seerne var overfor dennes påvirkning. Både det personlige bånd til kilden som seerne 

oplevede og kildens rolle som ekspert viste positive effekter på øget forbruger adfærd. Sponsoreret 

indhold kunne have mulige negative effekter på kildens troværdighed. Dog kunne både øget 

transparenthed omkring sponsorater samt inkluderingen af faktuelle eller saglige argumenter for 

brugen af et bestemt produkt modvirke en negativ effekt på kildens troværdighed.  

Der blev yderligere fremanalyseret en forståelse for hvordan seerne bruger YouTube skønheds 

videoer når de skal købe skønheds produkter. Det blev tydeligt at baggrunde så som et 

uoverskueligt antal skønhedsprodukter tilgængeligt på markedet og en øget tiltro til produkter som 

blev omtalt i videoerne gjorde at seerne brugte videoerne i deres beslutningsproces. Desuden blev 

motivationerne for at se YouTube skønhedsvideoer fremlyst. Der blev identificeret et behov for at 

slappe af som videoerne opfyldte, som samtidig kunne være med til at skabe seere som 

kontinuerligt ser videoer som samtidig skaber behov for at eje flere og flere skønhedsprodukter. Et 

andet aspekt som viste sig at have betydning er YouTube skabernes rolle som meningsledere. Det 

blev tydligt at skaberne var i stand til både at bekendtgøre og normalisere bestemte stilarter samt 

skabe trends blandt seerne. At skaberne har denne indflydelse på forbrugerne kunne gøre dem 

særdeles interessante for virksomheder.  

Det blev således foreslået at forholdet mellem skaberne og virksomheder kunne blive genstand for 

videre undersøgelser da et samarbejde muligvis ville kunne muliggøre udviklingen af mere 

forbrugere orienterede produkter. Ydermere kunne fremtidig forskning studere om de identificerede 

forhold som var gældende for forbruger adfærd i henhold til skønheds videoer også kunne 

overføreres til andre segmenter med positive resultater.    
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INTRODUCTION  
 

Out of the worlds’ 7 billion people 123 million are subscribers to YouTube beauty channels. 

YouTube is home of 1.8 million beauty videos and the viewership is growing around 50% yearly 

making YouTube the worlds’ leading online beauty video consumption platform. The beauty world 

on YouTube continues to evolve rapidly both in quantity and variety. Advertisers are noticing this 

and are investing increasing amounts of money in YouTube beauty content. However, the ones who 

are getting the most action on YouTube, in terms of views and subscribers, are not the multimillion 

dollar heavy beauty companies but independent beauty vloggers who mostly film in the privacy of 

their own bedroom. Around 180.000 independent beauty creators are currently active in the online 

beauty community and their number of subscribers is continuously increasing. Some of the most 

popular videos in the community are Tutorials, Haul videos and Product demonstration videos 

(Pixability 2015). So why are people so interested in seeing someone else put on their makeup or 

talk about a beauty product for 10 minutes? The videos often feature a lavish cavalcade of beauty 

products that would make even Sephora jealous. But do the viewers simply see the beauty creators 

as pure entertainment or are they actually taking notice of what is being said? Viewers of YouTube 

videos are spending an average of 1 hour and 16 minutes watching videos a day, which a more than 

triple the time that was spent four years ago (Pixability 2015). With so much time being spent 

watching beauty videos and the interest in the community continuously increasing are the beauty 

creators starting to have an actual effect on the viewers that are spending so much time “with 

them”? Does the heavy focus on beauty products and the extravagant showing of makeup 

collections make the viewers engage in similar behavior? Within the last year one example in 

particular made it clear that the YouTube beauty creators could be activating ripples of consumption 

among the viewers. The story began with a YouTube beauty creator who mentioned in a video that 

the Nivea Men’s Shaving Balm was the best makeup primer that she had ever used. Shortly after, 

the product was being hyped by several YouTube creators for its ability to function as a makeup 

primer, despite its intentionally function being an after shaving balm for men (Ingram 2016). 

Subsequently more than 30.000 YouTube beauty videos were uploaded about the Nivea products 

new application as a makeup primer (youtube.com). The shaving balm, which has been on the 

market for more than 15 years, was within the following months sold out in several countries 

(Sheers 2016). The possible ability to reincarnate a mature product for men as the new “wonder—
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serum” for women does leave room for speculation about the power of penetration and 

effectiveness of the YouTube beauty videos. The high number of people that these beauty video 

creators reach with their videos is also making them increasingly interesting to the commercial 

world. Many of the beauty creators are sponsored or endorsed by beauty companies, which is 

however not always clear to the viewers (Pixability 2015). So how does the issue of sponsorships 

impact the way that the viewers react to the videos? With these considerations in mind this study 

aims at finding out if the beauty gurus of YouTube influence their viewers’ purchasing habits and 

how? Do the beauty creators have an actual effect on the consumer behavior of the viewers? Based 

on these sub questions the following research questions have been posed:       

Problem statement  
 

How do YouTube beauty videos influence the viewers’ consumer behavior? 

Is it possible to establish patterns of an effect of beauty gurus on consumer 

behavior among viewers of YouTube beauty videos?  

Furthermore, is it possible to identify certain viewer needs that are not currently 

being met by companies in the beauty industry? 
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METHOD 
 

The purpose of this study is to find out if and how YouTube beauty videos influence the viewers’ 

consumer behavior. Empirical and theoretical data will form the basis from which theorizing will be 

possible in the analysis. The approach will be hermeneutic from which the theoretical approaches 

will be used on the collection of empirical data. The studies will be within social science, as the 

analysis will be focusing on YouTube videos and human behavior within that frame. The object of 

the analysis will be the YouTube viewers and how these respond to the uploaded beauty videos on 

YouTube. Because a scientific study on this theme has yet to be made the empirical data in this 

study will mostly consist of primary data collected by the author. The use of primary data will 

further ensure that the material for the analysis is original and specifically aimed at answering the 

problem statement. In order to create original empirical data it was decided to include a quantitative 

questionnaire to be answered by YouTube viewers. Quantitative data in the form of a questionnaire 

can be used to validate the relevance of the research question (Kozinet 2009). The purpose of 

quantitative research was therefor to test the premises of the topic and simultaneously create an 

initial overview of the research field. Quantitative data are seen as appropriate for understanding 

certain social behavior such as consumer behavior (Kozinet 2009). The use of a quantitative 

questionnaire which would include a large number of respondents should therefor assist in creating 

a large scale pattern of the research field and also contribute in navigating the direction for further 

research. A deeper understanding of the nuanced behavior within the field should be possible 

through qualitative in depth interview. The qualitative interviews should help create a detailed 

subjective understanding of the human perspective and sense of meaning within the specific online 

culture (Kozinet 2009). The theory of knowledge will be to understand and interpret and thereby 

expand the intersubjective understanding of the field; YouTube inflicted consumer culture. Because 

the nature of the study is within social science it will not be expected to achieve a definite truth but 

rather an appreciations and understanding of the human behaviour within the chosen frame. By 

working on the basis of existing theories of celebrity endorsement and consumer behavior a 

correlation between the field of research and the empirical data should appear. The chosen theories 

about consumer behavior should be able to aid in the interpretation and understanding of why 

consumers act the way they do as well as help identify why the beauty videos have an effect on 

consumer behavior (Stunck 2011, collected notes).   
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Narrowing down the field of research  
 

For the purpose of this study it was found relevant to narrow down the field of what is being 

researched. There are many forms and variations of social media available but in this study the 

focus will be on the social media site YouTube. A description of what YouTube is therefore seemed 

appropriate. To get an understanding of the overall concept of YouTube the definition of social 

media in general has been included: “Social Media are media designed to be disseminated through 

social interaction, created using highly accessible and scalable publishing techniques. Social media 

support the human need for social interaction, using Internet- and web-based technologies; unlike 

the broadcast media monologues (one-to-many)”. Social Media support dialog (peer to peer) and 

social networking. Dialog and social networking allow the democratization of knowledge and 

information, transforming individuals from content consumers to content producers.” 

(Constantinides 2015). This description gives an idea of the umbrella under which YouTube 

belongs. However since YouTube’s slogan is known as “broadcast yourself” and the constellation 

of the site allows sharing of videos that can be seen by many (youtube.com), it could be argued that 

despite YouTube’s roots in social media it is also a broadcasting media. The site allows the sharing 

of content from one to many, but the creators of the content and the viewers of the content are 

usually peers (Pixability 2015). YouTube could therefore be said to be a hybrid of social and 

broadcast media. The following section will be aimed at creating a more detailed understanding of 

the concept of YouTube.  

YouTube  

 

People watch YouTube for numerous reasons and whether they are tuning in to the see funny cat 

fail videos or the latest music video from Justin Bieber their participation has made YouTube the 

world’s biggest video platform (Strangelove 2010). And despite the official slogan of the site to be 

“broadcast yourself” the site is often defined as a community. For many people YouTube is their 

workplace and sole source of income. YouTube is said to have been responsible for kick starting 

numerous carriers and snowballing endless beauty and fashion trends (Strangelove 2010).  

Since the launch of the online platform YouTube in 2005 the website has been a forum for people to 

share and watch videos in all genres. The site is so popular that a staggering 72 hours of video 

material is uploaded every minute. The first videos posted on the site were fun short videos by 
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regular hobby cameramen and women. However it took less than six month before the commercial 

world saw the potential of the platform. Big companies like Nike grabbed the opportunity and 

started sharing their commercials online. The viewers responded and the increasing amount of 

views proved the unlimited potential of the video platform (Dickey 2013). The potential of the site 

was apparently also clear to Google, who bought the site for 1.65 billion dollars in 2006. A year 

later changes were made in the form of partner programs, which meant that the people posting 

videos could potentially earn money of them. Very quickly more and more people were becoming 

professional YouTubers and making a living out of their YouTube channel. The content of the 

videos became more and more diverse, and one of the most viewed videos is to date a funny video 

about two toddlers, where one bites the other one in the finger (Strangelove 2010). But YouTube 

was also embraced by the political world, which lead to more serious contributions to the platform, 

such as presidential candidates announcing their campaigns via YouTube. The next major turning 

point for the social site was the introduction of advertisements on the videos in 2007 which made 

YouTube very profitable for Google. The site has since also been used as a way to spread awareness 

videos about social issues such as bullying or political issues such a war lords in Africa (Dickey. 

2013). YouTube has since then increased so massively in size that it now reaches more 18-49 year 

olds than any television network in the US. It has more than 1 billion users and is available in 76 

languages. Also the ones using YouTube for business are profiting from the growth, whether it is 

the advertisers or the increasing number of private people who have chosen to make a living out of 

their videos. All the top 100 brands in the world have chosen to advertise on the site and the number 

of advertisers using the site grew 45% in 2014. The business is especially profitable for those who 

have successfully created their own channel as the number of people earning more than a million 

per year through their channel has doubled within last the year. The positive numbers are pushed by 

the enormous interest people are showing in the site. People are also increasingly utilizing the app 

version of the site thus the amount of videos viewed on the mobile version of YouTube has 

increased 100% within a year. With over a billion users YouTube is now reaching about one third 

of all internet users (youtube.com). One category on YouTube that is especially booming is the 

beauty category. More than 182.000 creators are uploading content to YouTube within this 

category. The videos within this category have been watched 45 billion times (Pixability 2015). 

However, surprisingly enough the most viewed beauty videos are not the ones from big brands such 

as L’Oréal or Lancôme, but the ones made by private users. Only 3% of the beauty videos viewed 

are official videos from beauty brands, the other 97% are videos filmed by independent creators. 
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These videos are soaring in popularity; from 2010-2013 the amount of beauty videos watched on 

YouTube has doubled; from 300 million monthly views to 700 million monthly views. Every day 

more than 75 hours of new beauty related content is uploaded to YouTube and 123 million people 

are subscribed to a beauty channel on YouTube (Telfer 2015). The creators of YouTube beauty 

videos are subsequently becoming increasingly popular among their millions of viewers. The most 

successful creator of beauty videos is currently Mexican based Mariand Castejon, also known as 

Yuya, who earns more than 54.000 dollars a month with her beauty channel that has more than 9 

million subscribers and reaches 41.000.000 views a month. Another successful beauty YouTubers is 

New Jersey based Carli Bybel, who has more than 2.5 million people subscribing to her channel. 

Her monthly earnings from her YouTube beauty videos are about16.000 dollars a month. Beauty 

YouTuber Michelle Phan also wrote a book and launched her own make up line with the support of 

L’Oréal cosmetic after her success on YouTube. The most popular beauty creators make thousands 

of dollars monthly and reach a huge audience with their videos that are mostly filmed in their own 

bedroom (Montes 2015). YouTube is making it possible for them to turn their passion for beauty 

products into a carrier and encourages more people to: “Express yourself, build a fan base, and turn 

your creativity into a career” (youtube.com).  

YouTube beauty videos 

 

As there does not yet exist as clear definition on what a YouTube beauty video is it will be 

attempted to create an understanding of the concept. An understanding of the concept could be 

made possible by looking at the different types of beauty videos there exists, or perhaps more 

important the most popular existing videos. The creator academy at Google, which is the owner of 

YouTube, listed the most popular types of YouTube beauty videos (creatoracademy.com).  

 The two most popular beauty videos are how-to videos and tutorials (creatoracademy.com). 

These videos are described as being; “a detailed step-by-step video that instructs the viewer 

how to achieve a specific beauty look” and they make up around 45% of all beauty videos 

on YouTube (Pixability 2015).  

 The third most popular videos are hair videos which are described as being; “a tutorial on 

how to style, arrange, or otherwise take care of hair.”(Pixability 2015). 

 The fourth most popular videos are haul videos which are described as being; “a video 

showing the contents of a recent purchase of products”. (Pixability 2015).  
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 Other popular videos include giveaway videos; where the creator gives products to 

nominated viewers, favorites videos; where the creators goes through her currently favorite 

products, product review videos; where the creator is reviewing new beauty products, get 

ready with me videos, where the viewers follow the creator through her daily routine of 

putting on makeup, commentary videos; where the creator speaks to the viewers about a 

topic, which could be either humorous of informative (Pixability 2015).  

Within the category of beauty videos some themes are more used than others. For instance more 

than half of the beauty videos on YouTube are about makeup. Hair is the second largest category 

with 28% and nails is the third largest category with 10% (Pixability 2015). So YouTube beauty 

videos have both different types of style i.e. tutorial or haul but also different themes i.e. hair and 

makeup. The beauty videos are created by the YouTube creators, which are more often than not 

referred to as beauty gurus. The content that they create may be sponsored by a company, although 

only about 3.5% of all beauty videos on YouTube are sponsored, but they are independent and not 

part of a company (Pixability 2015). The creators are private people and anyone could if they had 

the desire start their own YouTube beauty channel (creatoracademy.com).  

Beauty gurus 

 

The term beauty guru is frequently used when referring to the creators of YouTube beauty videos 

(Beckom 2015). An exact definition of this term does not exist but a look at the original definition 

of the term guru could perhaps help create a better understanding of what is referred to. A guru is 

defined as a personal spiritual teacher or guide to a group of pupils. In this connection the 

importance of the tutorial method in religious instruction was stressed. The guru’s followers served 

him with obedience and devotion. The guru could have many sects and he was seen as the 

embodiment of the spiritual truth (Britannica Academic). Even though this definition is referring to 

the Hinduism guru, the description could still be relevant in reference to understanding the 

phenomenon of why YouTube creators are referred to as beauty gurus. The spreading of wisdom to 

students by using tutorials does seem to follow along the lines of what YouTube creators do. 

Furthermore the description of the followers who are seeking the truth could be seen as the viewers 

looking for beauty advice and therefore turning to the beauty gurus. The description of a beauty 

guru could therefore be: a creator of YouTube beauty related content whose purpose is to teach 

others and whose advice others are seeking. This description should only be seen as a guiding 
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understanding of why people are referring to the YouTube creators as beauty gurus, and even if the 

term has a biased connotation, it does seem to be appropriate to implement this term for the use of 

this study, as the viewers themselves often refer to these YouTube beauty personalities as ‘gurus’. 

The legal perspective 

 

Because some videos on YouTube are sponsored by companies it seemed relevant to briefly 

examine the official rules of what is legally permitted. Sponsorship deals with creators are handled 

through YouTube, who has to be informed about paid agreement between a creator and a company. 

YouTube does not demand that the creator publically state whether a video is sponsored or not, 

instead they refer to the jurisdictional laws in the region that the creator lives (support.google.com). 

For a creator located in the US that means that they have to act in agreement with the Federal Trade 

Commission’s Endorsement guide, which also applies to social media. The commission explains 

the guide as follows: “Under the law, an act or practice is deceptive if it misleads “a significant 

minority” of consumers. Even if some readers are aware of these deals, many readers aren’t. 

That’s why disclosure is important”. The commission hereby explicitly states that disclosing what 

is endorsed is important. The commission explains their ground principle as follows: “If an 

endorser is acting on behalf of an advertiser, what she or he is saying is usually going to be 

commercial speech – and commercial speech violates the FTC Act if it’s deceptive”. They also state 

that they do not monitor bloggers or similar to assure that the guide is not being followed. They 

further explain that if they are made aware of a case where the directions for disclosure are not 

being followed their focus will be on the advertisers and public relations companies. Action against 

the individual endorser will be evaluated on a case by case basis. The commission clearly states that 

this guide does not have the force of law but that not following the guide may lead to law 

enforcement actions. The guidelines do not state that creators have to openly explain or disclose 

how they got every single product that they are mentioning in their videos (ftc.gov).  
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EMPIRICAL DATA 
 

Quantitative questionnaire  
 

For the purpose of this study, it has been decided to include primary data, as there has been no 

similar study published to be included as empirical data. Another reason for collecting primary data 

is the originality of the material and the fact that this data collecting method can be specifically 

designed to fit the purpose of this study. Another advantage of this method is that there is no 

question about the integrity of the data, as could be the case with secondary data. The method for 

gathering primary data chosen for this study is a quantitative analysis in the form of a questionnaire. 

This specific method was chosen due to its ability to include a broad sample of the desired target 

group. Despite this method’s inability to explore at a deeper level, it will serve the purpose of 

generating a wide overview of the respondents and thereby create easily measureable results. 

(Andersen et al. 2007). The type of quantitative interview chosen to collect the empirical data is an 

online questionnaire. An online questionnaire can help understand how people in online 

communities behave and also why. One online survey service is the site surveymonkey.com which 

is often used by students to investigate behavior of people online. Online surveys have been proven 

to produce same quality and accuracy in reference to the results as mail surveys, but have other 

advantages such as the turnaround time (Kozinet 2009). The questionnaire created consisted of 10 

questions to be answered by the respondents, who will later be specified. The quantitative data 

should provide an initial overview of the topic and create overall patterns, which should solidify the 

further research (Kozinet 2009). After choosing the method for collecting the data, it should be 

decided which respondents would be relevant to include in the analysis. The use of geography as a 

respondent criterion was excluded as YouTube, like other social media, is a “borderless” tool, 

which can be used by people all over the world (Razmerita et al. 2014). The nationality of the 

viewers was therefore deemed unimportant for this study. However, a social media like YouTube 

rather focuses on cultural and subcultural interests (Razmerita et al. 2014). Because of that, a more 

appropriate criteria for selecting the respondents would seem to be based on their common cultural 

interest i.e. beauty. Another aspect that seemed important to include in the narrowing of the target 

group was the fact that studies show that viewers of YouTube videos in the category of cosmetics 
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and makeup are almost 90% women (see figure 1) (Blattberg 2015). This was therefore deemed as 

an important criterion for the respondents of the questionnaire. Through this logic, the basic criteria 

for the respondents are: female internet users who are familiar with YouTube beauty videos. Certain 

actions were taken to insure that the respondents of the questionnaire fulfilled these criteria. To 

insure that the respondents were female, the questionnaire contained a screening of the respondents 

that sorts out male respondents. The other criterion would be the familiarization with the subject in 

question i.e. YouTube beauty videos. To fulfill this criterion the location of the questionnaire 

should help. It was therefore decided that the questionnaire should be posted in the commentary 

field of YouTube beauty videos. By utilizing YouTube beauty videos as “carriers” of the 

questionnaire it was insured that the respondents were in fact people i.e. women that have already 

accessed an internet site that is relevant for the study and thereby confirms familiarity with the 

concept of YouTube and beauty tutorials. People who fulfill these criteria will be referred to as “the 

universe”. Since the beauty category on YouTube is a massive size of 582 million views a month 

including the entire universe of people who fulfill these criteria would be an inconsiderable task 

(Blattberg), the reasonable answer would therefore be to take a sample of the universe. Selecting, 

within the universe, who should answer the questionnaire was not controlled as the analysis was 

created as a voluntary questionnaire. However, the location of the questionnaire should ensure that 

the respondents answering the questionnaire are in fact within the universe decided upon. The 

sample should thereby serve the purpose of being a representative sample of the universe fulfilling 

the aforementioned criteria. The next step would be to determine the size of the sample. This can be 

done based on following factors: budget, accuracy and number of subgroups within the universe 

(Andersen et al. 2007). The budget was in this matter not the determining factor, as the respondents 

filling out the questionnaire did so voluntarily and were not paid for their participation. The issue of 

accuracy could have been included as a factor in determining sample size, however due to the 

design of the questionnaire and the fact that the respondents are volunteers who themselves actively 

participate in the questionnaire, it would not be possible to pre-calculate how many in fact would 

participate. The sample size would therefore only be known after the completion of the 

questionnaire process. It would, however, be desirable to achieve participation as high as possible to 

create an accurate sample. To achieve a high number of participants, it was decided to identify the 

most popular beauty gurus on YouTube, as these have the highest number of views and interactions 

with their followers in the comments section, meaning more exposure of the questionnaire and 

subsequently a higher number of respondents. According to research done by OpenSlate, a 
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company that measures activity on YouTube, the top beauty gurus on YouTube were identified as: 

Yuya, grav3yardgirl, Tanya Burr, Shaaanxo, Carli Bybel, Nicole Guerriero, MichellePhan, 

Daaruum, MayBaby (maybabytumbler), Kandeejohnson, krazyrayray, CuteGirlsHairstyles, 

JLovesMac, Pixiwoo, glamlifeguru, laurenbeautyy, itsbl0ndie, MakeUpByCamila, NikkiPhillippi, 

AndreasChoice. These beauty gurus are deemed “top” based on their number of subscribers, 

YouTube related income and monthly views (Ives 2015). These popular beauty gurus should 

function as the “carriers” of the questionnaire, ensuring a high level of participation. These gurus 

also link to other gurus on their channels, so in order to reach an even wider audience, it was chosen 

to also post the questionnaire under the videos of these. Over a period of time, the questionnaire 

was posted as a comment underneath every newly uploaded video from these 20 top gurus and 

others gurus connected to these.   

 

Figure 1 Viewership on top 100 Youtube beauty & style channels, by gender 

 

(Blattberg. 2015) 

The questions in the questionnaire were chosen with regards to their relevance to the subject of this 

study. First of all, it was important to identify the sex of the respondents, as it is assumed that the 

most relevant audience for the beauty tutorials is women. This claim is supported by the diagram, 

showing how viewers of beauty and style videos are 90% women (see figure 1). To find out the sex 

of the respondents, they had to check either the male or female box. The men who started the 

http://digiday.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Viewership-on-top-100-YouTube-beauty-style-channels-by-gender-male-viewership-female-viewership-_chartbuilder.png
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questionnaire will thereby be isolated. The next step in the questionnaire was to identify the age of 

the respondents. This matter seemed relevant to include as the statistics show that the majority of 

the female viewers are between 13 and 34 years old wherein most viewers are between 18-24 years 

old (see figure 1). The age of the respondents could therefore be relevant to categorize. The third 

matter was to find out how heavy a beauty product consumer the respondent is. To clarify this 

matter, the following question was included in the questionnaire: “How many beauty products do 

you buy a month?” The respondents were given five different answer options. This enables a 

categorization of the respondents into five different groups. The five different answers to the 

question; how many beauty products do you buy a month; were: none, 1-5, 6-20, 21-50 or 50+. The 

next question in the questionnaire was “How many beauty (hair/makeup/styling) YouTube videos 

have you watched in the last six months?”. This question was included to get an overview of how 

heavy YouTube beauty video viewers the respondents are. Again, the respondents were given five 

answer options. The five different answers were: none, 1-10, 11-25, 25-100 or more than 100. The 

next question used in the questionnaire was “Who are your three favorite YouTube beauty 

vloggers?”. This question was posed as an open-end question without any pre-given answer 

options. This question was included to get a feeling of who the respondents found to be most 

interesting to watch on YouTube. It has already been clarified in the section about the YouTube 

overview who the financially most successful YouTuber beauty gurus are, however, for the purpose 

of this questionnaire, it was still found relevant to find out who the respondents believed to be their 

favorites. The next question was “What are the three most important qualities in a YouTube 

vlogger?”. This question was also posed as an open-end question. The thought behind this question 

was that respondents should describe, in their own words, what they find important in a beauty 

vlogger. The purpose was to identify what values the viewers associate with the beauty gurus. The 

next question was “How important are, in your opinion, the following qualities in a YouTube 

vlogger?”. This question was posed with 11 different possible qualities which the respondents 

should rate from “not important”, “occasionally important”, “moderately important”, “important” 

and “very important”. The qualities were pre-selected in order to get comparable answers, and to 

clarify which, if any, of the qualities were found predominantly important by the respondents. This 

question aims at identifying what the viewers are looking for and respond to. The next question was 

“How often do you buy a product that has been recommended to you in a beauty YouTube video?”. 

This question was posed with pre-given answers. The answer options given were; “never”, 

“sometimes”, “often” and “always”. The answers given to this question could assist in identifying if 
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the beauty gurus in fact have an effect on the consumer behavior of the viewers. This will later be 

explored. The second last question was “In the past 6 months, how many percentages of your 

purchased beauty products did you buy after....(Please write percentage)”. This question was posed 

without any pre-given answering possibilities. The purpose of this question was to clarify the effect 

of the previous question. The last question of the questionnaire was: “What are your three favorite 

beauty/makeup brands?” The respondents were not given any possible answering choices. The 

answers to this question will be used as comparable data to determine if the beauty gurus have an 

effect, not only on consumer behavior, but also on favoritism of brands among the viewers.  

 

Qualitative interview  
 

For the purpose of this study, it was found relevant to include primary data in the form of 

qualitative interviews with members of the aforementioned target group. The use of qualitative 

interviews should serve the purpose of deepening the understanding of the human perspective. The 

qualitative interviews should build on the large scale patterns found in the quantitative research and 

aim at finding the reason behind the behavior (Kozinet 2009). 

The collection of interview candidates was done using the same technique as for the collection of 

respondents for the questionnaire. An inquiry was posted in the commentary section of newly 

uploaded YouTube beauty videos, asking people to take part in the interview. However, as this 

interview would be more time-consuming than the questionnaire, it was decided to include a reward 

for the respondents’ participation. This logic was derived from the theory of reciprocity, stating that 

people are more likely to give when they receive (Solomon et al 2006). The candidates were 

therefore compensated with a payment for their time. This method would restrain the number of 

candidates though, due to both financial restrictions and the time costly aspect of doing an in-depth 

interview. For these reasons, it was decided to complete a total of five in-depth interviews with 

members of the target group.  

The method of conducting the interviews was inspired by the assumption that face-to-face 

interviews give a greater insight and a more detailed understanding of the other person (Kozinet 

2009). However, as the consumer behavior researched in this study is one connected to the online 

community of YouTube, face-to-face interviews were not possible. Instead, it was decided to 
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complete the interviews using Skype, which provides both a visual and an audio of the person being 

interviewed. This should illuminate the critique that online interviews are hindered due to the lack 

of body language and individual identifiers (Kozinet 2009).  

A full transcription of the interviews has been made and enclosed as appendix 5. The interviewee’s 

name will mark who has answered what. Sections of the interviews will be used in the analysis 

consumer behavior.     
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THEORY 

Selection and critic of theory 

 

The decision to include a theoretical frame that centers on consumer behavior was made based on 

the assumption that it will make an understanding of the human behavior within the field of 

research possible. Theories on consumer behavior have been used to explain, understand and 

interpret the how’s and why’s of consumers’ actions (Solomon et al. 2006), which solidifies the 

relevance of the theories in connection to the problem statement in this study.  

Limitations of the theories that have been included in this study could be the disregard to other 

factors that could be influencing consumer behavior such as demographical issues including, but not 

limited to, income, social class or family structure as well as culturally specific aspects of consumer 

behavior (Solomon et al. 2006). The reason for the exclusion of these theories was based on the 

notion that the nature of social media makes it international (Razmerita et al. 2014) and the 

consumers that are connected through social media will therefore have unknown and inconceivable 

amount of different demographic and cultural compositions that were found to be impossible to 

dissect in the limitations of this study.     

Consumer behavior 

  
Because consumers are increasingly bombarded with messages and stimulation from 

advertisements, it is becoming more difficult to get their attention and change their attitudes. 

Attempts to persuade consumers come in many forms such as logical arguments, graphic pictures, 

peer pressure and celebrity endorsements. Aspects of the current consumer culture that makes it 

challenging to reach the consumers are the increasingly negative attitude towards advertisements 

and the fact that consumers are getting more involved in the search for product information. Studies 

have shown that more than half of consumers avoid buying products that have been 

overwhelmingly advertised.  (Solomon et al. 2006). However, there has been found some 

physiological principles that have been proven to influence consumers to change their minds or 

comply with a request. The first principle is about reciprocity. This principle states that people are 

more likely to give when they simultaneously also receive something. This means that consumers 
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are more likely to agree with something if they feel that they are getting something in return. The 

second principle is about scarcity. This principle is based on the theory that people are more likely 

to appreciate items that are labeled ‘limited edition’ or items that are less available. Hence, products 

that are less available will become more desired and entice people to make a purchase. The third 

principle concerns authority. This principle stresses the importance of the deliverer of the message. 

People are more likely to believe and trust the opinion of someone who is objective and 

straightforward. Someone who claims to be uninfluenced by others and thereby independent will be 

more trustworthy and therefore more able to influence consumers. The fourth principle is about 

consistency. This is based on the idea that people will try to avoid contradicting themselves and will 

therefore be more easily influenced to do something if they have already done something or stated a 

positive opinion about it. The fifth principle is about liking. This principle states that people tend to 

agree more with people they like or admire. Attractiveness also plays a part in this category; the 

importance of attractiveness will be explained in further detail in the section about the source of the 

message. The sixth principle is about consensus, which leans on theories of conformity. The theory 

behind is that there is a deep desire within each person to fit in with others, which will influence the 

person’s choices and which can also be used to influence consumer behavior. The effect of social 

influence will also be further explained (Solomon et al 2006).  

The source of the message  

 

The source is very important when delivering a message that has the purpose of influencing 

consumer behavior. Several aspects of the source will influence the effectiveness of the transmitted 

message. When attempting to persuade consumers to change their behavior, the credibility of the 

source will play a large role. Source credibility refers to the perceived objectivity, expertise and 

trustworthiness of the source. When a source is perceived as being credible, consumers will believe 

that the source, i.e. the person, is competent for reviewing and recommending products. Consumers 

will trust the advice of a person that they think is credible, because this person will be seen as 

someone able to form a valuable opinion about competing products. A credible person is especially 

powerful in influencing consumers when it is regarding products that the consumers are rather 

unfamiliar with or have yet not formed an opinion about. A person’s credibility is connected to the 

perceived relevance of the person’s expertise to the product endorsed. The source can also have a 

negative effect on the products credibility. If consumers have the perception that the source is 

biased when recommending products, it will have a negative effect on the persuasion of the 
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message. The source could be seen as being knowledge-biased, meaning that the knowledge of the 

source is not accurate. The source could also be seen as being reporting-biased, which occurs when 

the source might have the right credentials to form an opinion about the product but is still seen as 

untrustworthy due to the fact that he or she is paid to state the opinion. The attractiveness of the 

source is another aspect of the source that can be very important when influencing consumers. The 

attractiveness of the source does not simply refer to a person’s physical appearance but also to the 

perceived social values that this person has. These values can be personality, social status or the 

person’s similarity to the viewer. Studies show that we prefer listening to people who are like us. 

There can be several advantages of using a physically attractive person in the communication. 

People are basically programmed to be drawn to attractive people. One reason for this is that we see 

them everywhere, as attractive people tend to be used in advertisements. Another reason for using 

an attractive person as spokesperson or face of a brand is the halo effect. The halo effect is said to 

affect the way that people react to attractive people. The theory states that attractive people leads us 

to believe that they are automatically better at other things such as being more intelligent, more 

fashionable etc. The reason for this can be explained by the consistency principle. This principle 

states that people are also more comfortable when their perceptions about another person go 

together e.g. someone who is attractive also has good taste. The effect of an attractive person as 

endorser for a brand or product has been proven to be most effective when the product endorsed is 

also related to beauty or attractiveness. Consumers’ beliefs in a product will be weakened if the 

source of information is perceived as being biased. This would be the case with a product endorsed 

by a specialist that the viewers know is being paid to endorse the product. The source can also use 

humor when communicating. Nevertheless, the use of humor can be tricky, as the sense of humor is 

both individual and culturally determined; what some people will find funny, others might find 

offensive. Humor can also be used cleverly, as it can distract the viewers from the actual message 

and thereby making it difficult to counter argue, which will make them more acceptant of the 

message (Solomon et al. 2006). 

The message  

 

The message is also part of creating effective communication that aims at influencing consumer 

behavior. Some factors are determining in whether or not the message will be persuasive. Messages 

that demonstrate the added benefits of the products are usually the most effective in persuading 

consumers. Other messages that have positive effects on consumer behavior is the demonstration of 
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the convenience of use, showing improved features, comparison to other products or showing how 

to use the product. Messages that have negative effects on influencing consumer behavior include 

too much information, an outdoor setting or a larger numbers of on-scene characters. Not only the 

message is important though; how it is said or presented and what arguments are used can also 

influence whether or not the message will be convincing. Arguments that simply state one or more 

positive attributes about the product are known as supportive arguments. When both the positive 

and negative information is included in the product review, this is known as a two-sided message. 

This kind of communication uses refutational arguments as a way of increasing source credibility. 

Research indicates that two-sided messages can be very effective, as people will be receptive to a 

more balanced argument. However, this type of argument is not often used in marketing 

communication. This type of argument can have negative consequences if the receivers of the 

message already have a positive attitude toward the product, which could make them feel like the 

source is “preaching to the choir.” The message can also appeal to different sides of the consumer. 

Some messages will try to aim at the consumers’ rational sense whereas others will appeal to their 

emotional side. The appeal chosen should be based on the type of product in question and the 

relationship that consumers have with the product. The emotional appeal can be used to establish a 

connection between the consumer and the product, known as a bonding strategy. This strategy can 

help consumers remember the product better and also make them more involved with the product. 

The rational no-fuss method will appeal more to the logical side of the consumers, as this strategy 

will use statistics and studies to back up the effectiveness of the product (Solomon et al 2007).      

 

The self 

 

Another thing that affects peoples’ consumer behavior is their sense of self and their feelings about 

themselves. A person’s self-esteem refers to the positive feelings he or she has towards his or her 

self-concept. Studies have shown that people’s self-esteem can be influenced by marketing 

communication when it triggers the self-comparison process in a person. This will make the person 

evaluate their own self, based on images of others. On women in particular, the comparison of the 

self with other very attractive models, can have a negative effect on the self-esteem. A person’s self 

consists of the ideal self, which is what the person would like to be, and the actual self, which is 

how the person actually is. A person’s ideal self will often be influenced by external stimulus such 
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as advertisements showing perfect models. The gap between the actual self and the ideal self will 

determine how positive someone’s self-esteem is. A person’s self will also be influenced by 

relationships and interactions with other people. People who are very aware of their public image 

will have a high self-consciousness and will be more self-monitoring. These people are more 

concerned about the impression they have on others and they will typically be more fixated on 

physical appearance. High scores are also associated with a higher level of vanity, which would 

explain that they are also heavier users of fashion and cosmetic products. Their consumer behavior 

will also be influenced by how their purchased products will be perceived by others. People with 

low self-consciousness will be less aware about how they appear to others, and will be less 

concerned about how others react to their behavior. The self is an important part of why people buy 

what they buy. Through their surroundings, people will learn that certain products are needed in 

order for them to fulfill their different roles. Consumer behavior can be used to make judgments 

about another person, which make people buy the products that fit the perception they would like to 

have in the eyes of others. Most people will be able to tell a lot about a person just from looking at 

the products the person surrounds him- or herself with. A person with an incomplete self-definition; 

a person whose identity is not yet complete, will attempt to complete themselves by buying and 

displaying symbolic products that they feel represent the part that they are missing; many 

consumption activities are related to a person’s self-definition. The ideal self will be more 

determining when consuming highly expressive social products such as fashion or cosmetics, 

whereas the actual self will be more influential when buying more functional products. Many of the 

products that people surround themselves with become part of the extended self and will help form 

their identity. The more time and effort a person has used to acquire a specific product, the more 

likely the product will become part of the person’s extended self. Another aspect of the self that 

influences a person’s consumer behavior is physical image and how satisfied the person is with this 

image. The level of satisfaction is related to how close that image is to the ideal image valued 

within his or her culture. A person can attempt to improve his or her own physical appearance 

through culturally determined body alteration techniques. Reasons for these alteration techniques 

can be to; separate group members from non-group members, to indicate desired social conduct, to 

show social rank or to provide a sense of security (Solomon et al. 2006). 
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Consumer motivations  

 

Understanding the motivations of consumers will help to understand why consumers do what they 

do. Motivation happens when a need occurs that the consumer wishes to satisfy. Once a need 

occurs, the consumer will feel a tension that will drive the consumer to attempt to fulfill the need. 

The tension is caused by the difference in the current state that the consumer is in and the desired 

stated that the consumer wishes to be in. The strength of the tension will determine how motivated 

the consumer is to act on the need. The need might be utilitarian or hedonic. A utilitarian need 

could be the desire to achieve a practical or functional benefit, whereas a hedonic need will be more 

about emotional benefits. The need to relieve the tension created by the need is known as a basic 

mechanism that controls human behavior. The need to relieve tension will cause goal-oriented 

behavior that attempts to fulfill the need causing the tension. When a consumer can relieve this 

tension, they will feel balanced and return to a state known as homeostasis. A person who has 

satisfied all of his or her needs will essentially be in “paradise”. Even if this ideal state of paradise is 

individual, the desire to get there is universal. A critique of this thinking is that people will 

sometimes deliberately elongate the drive state, where the need is not yet fulfilled, due to the trill 

that the tension creates, which also explains the saying; “it’s not the kill; it’s the trill”. The thrill is 

also often used to describe the desire or passion behind consumer behavior. The needs that drive the 

motivation can come from many different things. Some believe that we all have the same needs but 

simply prioritize them differently, while others believe that a need occurs dependent on what stage 

you are in your life e.g. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Some needs are unknown even to the person 

feeling them. Nevertheless, these are hidden motives behind much of what we do. Studies have been 

made to identify some of these hidden motives that strongly influence consumer behavior. These 

were identified as; power/masculinity, security, eroticism, moral purity, social acceptance, 

individuality, status, femininity, reward and magic/mystery. Besides the consumers’ hidden motives 

there is also the level of involvement with a product or service that can explain how motivated a 

consumer is to pursue something. A consumer can have different levels of involvement in a 

product; the scale goes from a lack of interest to obsession. When a consumer is truly involved, they 

can enter the flow state. This state is when the consumer loses track of time, has a feeling of being 

in control, sees a match between his or her own skills and the challenge at hand, gets a sense of 

playfulness and has mental enjoyment of the activity for its own sake (Solomon et al 2006). The 
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motivation to consume for the sake of consuming is known as conspicuous consumption. The term 

was coined by Veblen as a way of describing the leisure class’ demonstration of wealth by engaging 

in excessive consumption. Especially products or activities that have no utilitarian function are seen 

as beneficial for demonstrating one’s social status (Carter 2003).    

Group influence  

 

Other people can also have an enormous influence on our consumer behavior. Whether is it because 

of our desire to please or be accepted by others, the people around us have the power to influence 

our opinions. There are different kinds of groups of people who influence us in different ways 

(Solomon et al. 2006).  

A reference group is defined as being: “an actual or imaginary individual or group, conceived as 

having significant relevance upon an individual’s evaluations, aspirations, or behavior.” There are 

different kinds of reference groups. One is the normative reference group, which is the one who will 

help shape our values and opinions on very important things like e.g. marriage. Then there is also 

the comparative group that will influence our attitude towards brands or activities. Our reference 

groups also consist of formal and informal groups. The formal groups could be an organization, 

such as our place of work. An informal group could be a group of friends. Smaller informal groups 

will usually have more power to influence our decisions as they are presumed to be more involved 

in our daily life. Larger formal groups will typically have a different kind of influence on our 

behavior.  

The different kinds of influences have been divided into three categories:  

1. The first kind of influence is the informational influence. This is when a person is seeking 

information about a product by asking experts or professionals. This could also be when the 

person is looking for quality stamps on products or when he or she is looking for 

comparative product information.  

2. The second kind of influence is the utilitarian influence. This type of influence is when a 

person’s decisions are influenced by the preferences of the others in his or her social group 

or family.  

3. The third type of influence is when a person purchases something to improve the way that 

others see him or her. This is also in effect when a person buys something because another 
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person using the product has characteristics that he or her would also like to have. This is the 

case with so-called aspirational reference groups. These are people that we do not 

necessarily know personally but who we admire or identify with. Still, people who we feel 

are like ourselves can also have a large influence on our behavior. This can be explained by 

the theory that people will compare themselves with people who are similar to them, and 

will be influenced by the way that they live and consume; these are known as 

identificational reference groups. Certain factors will influence whether or not someone will 

become part of an identificational group. The first being propinquity; this theory states that 

physical proximity will influence whether someone becomes part of a group or not. The 

second factor is mere exposure. According to this theory, people will start liking other 

people or things the more often they see them. The third factor is group cohesiveness. This 

is about the degree to which the group members are attracted to each other or value each 

other’s opinions. Another reference group is the virtual community of consumption. This is 

described as: “a collection of people whose online interactions are based upon shared 

enthusiasm for and knowledge of specific consumption activity.” These groups can, thanks 

to the internet, consist of people that you have never personally met and will probably never 

meet. Based on two factors, the intensity of a person’s commitment can be one of four 

different types of members. The two factors are the level of impact that the subject of the 

community has on a person’s self-concept and the intensity of the social ties that the person 

creates with the other members. The four types of members are the tourist; who has weak 

social ties to the other members and only moderate interest in the subject, the mingler; who 

has strong social ties but lacks real interest in the topic, the devotee; who has a strong 

interest in the topic but weak social ties, the insider; who has both strong interest in the 

subject and strong social ties (Solomon et al. 2006).  

The influence of other people’s opinion is sometimes more powerful than one realizes. The 

reference groups around us can have different kinds of power over our behavior. One power is the 

reference power. This power is evident when a person admires someone and will try to copy their 

behavior and style. This is important, as it makes consumers voluntarily change their behavior. 

Another kind of power is the information power. This happens when a person knows something that 

other people would like to know. People with this kind of power can influence other people’s 

behavior due to their presumed access to “the truth”. Another power is the expert power. This 

power is specifically available to those who have knowledge about something that other people then 
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believe due to the level of presumed expertise of that person. Another kind of influence power is the 

reward power. This power can be used as a way of creating positive reinforcement with either 

physical rewards or in the form of social acceptance (Solomon et al. 2006).       

Collective taste 

 

The influence of other people is also part of the reason behind the phenomenon of collective taste. 

The matter of taste is often seen as the reason behind creativity and aesthetic preferences. People 

might believe that their taste and choices derived from their taste is something individual to them, 

when in fact their taste is something socially responsive and dependent on other people’s decisions. 

Therefore, their choices and decisions can also be said to be influenced by the taste and opinions of 

others. Despite people believing that they buy certain things based on their personal taste, studies in 

fact show that people will have similar preferences due to shared cultural and social space, this 

phenomenon is known as collective taste (Godart et al. 2009).           

Opinion leadership  

 

When consumers seek advice on a specific topic, they tend to be selective in whom they ask. Most 

people will have an idea about who to turn to regarding different topics. An opinion leader is 

someone who is knowledgeable and whose opinion is taken seriously by others. This makes them 

able to influence the attitude and behavior of others. Some opinion leaders are monomorphic; their 

knowledge and leadership is narrow and usually within one category. Other opinion leaders are 

polymorphic; they are seen as experts in several categories. Opinion leaders tend to have some of 

the following qualities in common: they are competent and will therefore have expert power, they 

are seen as having unbiased product information (Solomon et al 2009), they are socially active 

within their community, they are often the first to buy new products, and they tend to be like the 

people who follow their advice (Katz 1957). Yet, the last characteristic has some limitations, as 

opinion leaders are usually higher in social status and education, but not so much that they are in a 

different social class than their followers. It is often theorized that opinion leaders absorb 

information from the mass media and then pass it on to his or her followers. Still, some suggest that 

this flow is two-way and that opinion leaders are also influenced by their followers. Most opinion 

leaders are normal consumers, which make them hard to identify (Solomon et al. 2009).  
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Celebrity Endorsement  
 

Another theory that has been found relevant in analyzing the effect of YouTube beauty vloggers is 

the theory of celebrity endorsement. The concept of celebrity endorsement is basically about 

boosting the sales of products by using famous people as spokespersons. Using a celebrity can help 

create attention around a product and reach the consumers in a different way than an anonymous 

model would. The theory of celebrity endorsement claims that a celebrity can communicate not 

only demographical information, like age, sex and style, but also other values that they represent 

through their public role. Celebrities are able to communicate much more specifically to the target 

group than an anonymous model, making them a powerful tool within marketing. Celebrity 

endorsement uses ethos appeal in its communication, and the goal is that the celebrity transfers part 

of his or her ethos to the brand. When a celebrity endorses a product, they are also saying that they 

approve and recommend the brand, As celebrities are like aspirational images of what we hope to 

be, their endorsement of a brand will make us want the product that they are using, in an attempt to 

become more like them – our “role model”. According to this theory, using the same products as the 

celebrity will give us the feeling that we are getting closer to being like them. The celebrity will be 

seen as a kind of quality guarantee for the brand that they endorse. In the eyes of ordinary people, 

celebrities have values, principles and certain morals that they can transfer to the brand they 

endorse. To demonstrate how this works, Grant McCracken has developed the Meaning Transfer 

Model, which will be described in the following section (Hansen 2012).    

 

McCracken – Meaning Transfer Model 

 

Grant McCracken’s Meaning Transfer Model is included, as it demonstrates how celebrities create 

added value for the consumers. The reason why this model is included in this context, is to figure 

out if the principles of the model can also be applied to YouTube beauty gurus and the products 

they include in their videos. If this model is applicable, it could ascertain that YouTube beauty 

gurus are able to create added value on the products they endorse, making them more desirable to 
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the consumers and thereby influence the viewers’ consumer behavior and potentially boosting the 

sales of the products endorsed (Hansen 2012).  

The Meaning Transfer Model from Grant McCracken consists of three phases, respectively: culture, 

endorsement and consumption. The first phase of the model; culture, is about the culture that the 

celebrity is a part of (see figure 2). A celebrity does not have a value in him- or herself but creates 

value through the different roles that we connect to him or her. In the eyes of the consumers, a 

celebrity will have more than one role, of which some will be more dominant than others. Some 

roles will be voluntary whereas others will be involuntary. Mostly, the roles are public, as we do not 

know the celebrities in person. Yet, gossip and publicity that the celebrity does not have the control 

over, will also determine which values we connect to them. All these different roles surrounding the 

celebrity will become the values we connect to this specific celebrity (Hansen 2012). 

The second phase in the model is about how the values we connect to the celebrity are transferred to 

the brand or organization that they endorse (see figure 2). Transferring the values of a celebrity onto 

a brand can be done in numerous ways. Hamish Pringle has created a list of ten of the most 

effective ways of transferring value from a celebrity to a brand through communication, some of 

which will be clarified in the following. One method is about using the celebrity as a “presenter” of 

the brand, which means that the celebrity simply talks about and explains the product. In another 

method, the celebrity is simply “acting” like him- or herself. The product or brand will then be 

shown in connection with the celebrity and how it is part of the celebrity’s life. Another method is 

using the celebrity as an expert of the product that they are endorsing. For this method to work, the 

values surrounding the celebrity should already include a role that qualifies the celebrity as an 

expert on this particular subject. For instance, this could be David Beckham endorsing soccer 

sneakers. This would be believable, as we associate David Beckham with soccer, and his role as a 

yearlong professional soccer player makes him qualified to act as an expert on the subject. 

However, he would not be as credible an expert for e.g. boxing gloves, as boxer is not one of the 

roles we connect to him. Another way of including a celebrity is by using them as a positive role 

model. This could be a celebrity telling us to do more for the environment by recycling or use 

public transportation. Yet another way to use a celebrity for marketing purposes is to have him or 

her appear as a private person by getting intimate with the audience. The idea behind this method is 

to let the viewers believe that they are getting a glimpse into the celebrity’s private life and that the 

celebrity is sharing actual personal information with them, thus creating the illusion that the viewers 
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are allowed behind the scenes. Before choosing a method for including the celebrity, the company 

should consider how they wish to utilize the celebrity’s ethos. It should be considered if the 

celebrity’s main job is to simply create attention around the brand or if the celebrity should focus 

more on his or her own values created though the different roles they have in society. The most 

important issue is to make the merger between brand and celebrity credible in order for it to have an 

effect (Hansen 2012). 

The third phase in McCracken’s Meaning Transfer Model is consumption (see figure 2). In this 

phase, the company should be able to reap the benefits of their celebrity branding strategy. The 

previous two phases should, if successfully implemented, create an added value of the brand that 

the consumers are responding to. The added value that the celebrity should have created around the 

brand or product should cause the consumers to want to identify themselves with the brand. 

Because we use brands in our self-promotion and in fulfilling our social status, the use of celebrity 

endorsement should seek to answer to these needs in order to be successful. If the wrong type of 

celebrity is used i.e. someone that the target group does not aspire to be like, the consumption phase 

will simply not take place, and the process will have failed. For this reason, the celebrity should 

create a value around the product that consumers desire to associate themselves with and that they 

wish to use in their self-promotion; otherwise the process will not be successful. The process of 

transferring value is not a one-way street though; it is more like a symbiotic relationship between 

brand and celebrity. This means that the values of the brand will also transfer to the celebrity who is 

associated with it. It has been noted, that strong brands can help push a career or even create a new 

star by transferring enough of the positive association from the brand to the person. Consequently, it 

can also be very profitable for the celebrity to engage in a symbiotic relationship with a brand 

(Hansen 2012).  

Figure 2 Meaning transfer model     

Hansen 2012 
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Risks of celebrity branding 

 

There are certain risks when using a celebrity to promote a brand or a product. As previously 

mentioned, the company risks choosing the wrong celebrity. This could be the case when the 

company uses a celebrity that the consumers are not able to identify themselves with or when they 

do not wish to be associated with the values that the celebrity represents. Another risk of using a 

celebrity as the face of a product or brand is the lack of control that the company has over the roles 

that the celebrity has in the public eye. Celebrities are not only famous for their movie roles or 

songs but also for what happens in their private lives. The private lives of celebrities are interesting 

to the public, and a scandal in the private life of a celebrity could potentially be harmful to the brand 

that they are endorsing. This effect is not only dangerous for the brand but also for the celebrity. As 

already mentioned, the effect of transferring ethos is a vice versa process, and bad publicity for a 

brand could thus also be transferred to the celebrity that is endorsing the brand. Hence, the celebrity 

should be equally careful when considering which brand he or she chooses to endorse. Another risk 

of using a celebrity to promote a brand is if the celebrity “outshines” the brand. If the celebrity 

“steals the show” and the consumers end up not remembering for which brand the celebrity is 

advertising, then the process has also failed. This might happen even if the entire process has been 

executed correctly and the right celebrity has been chosen to represent the brand (Hansen 2012).    
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ANALYSIS  

 

Meaning Transfer Model  
 

Firstly, it will be posited if the beauty gurus on YouTube have an effect on consumer behavior 

among the viewers. A rejection of an effect of beauty gurus on consumer behavior could lead to a 

reconsideration of the theoretical frame used or cause a questioning of relevance of the particular 

topic. A confirmation of an effect on consumer behavior would necessitate further exploration of 

the topic in order to explain the reason for the effect. An attempt has been made to use the Meaning 

Transfer Model in demonstrating whether or not the endorsement of products in a YouTube beauty 

video will have an effect on consumer behavior i.e. lead to consumption among the viewers.  

The empirical data that will be used in this part of the analysis are the answers from the quantitative 

research. Two diagrams have been created to give an overview of both the viewers’ most valued 

qualities in a beauty guru and the most popular brands among the viewers; these have been enclosed 

as appendix 1 and 2. The full report of the answers from the questionnaires has been enclosed as 

appendix 4.   

The Meaning Transfer Model is a three-step model that demonstrates how the ethos of a celebrity 

can create an added value for a product or brand. The values that the celebrity represents should, 

when transferred to a product or brand, make it more desirable to consumers. According to this 

model, celebrities represent something that we want to be or someone that we aspire to be similar 

to; we therefore want to use the products that they use in an attempt to be more like our idols 

(Hansen 2012). In this section, it will be analyzed whether or not this effect is also applicable to the 

relationship between beauty gurus and their viewers. If this effect is present among the beauty video 

viewers, it might prove that beauty gurus in fact do have a noticeable influence on the consumer 

behavior of their viewers.  
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Meaning acquisition  

 

The first step of the Meaning Transfer Model is the meaning acquisition phase, which is where the 

different roles that create value to the celebrity are identified. For celebrities, these roles could be 

certain movie roles or public stories that we have heard about him or her which we then in turn 

connect to them (Hansen 2012). So, what values do the viewers associate with YouTube beauty 

gurus? In order to answer this question, the respondents of the questionnaire were asked what 

qualities they found most important in a beauty guru. As mentioned in an earlier section, 

precautions were made to ensure that the respondents of the questionnaire were in fact relevant to 

the study of consumer behavior among YouTube beauty video viewers.   

The most valued quality among the respondents was honesty. This quality was mentioned 97 times 

in 942 answers. Other answers of similar connotation included: genuine, trustworthy and authentic. 

These qualities all relate to being honest, which was voted the most important quality in a beauty 

guru. The second most important quality to the respondents was personality which was mentioned 

83 times. Other similar qualities such as real and original were also mentioned. The third and fourth 

most important quality was fun and humor. Since humor and fun would be seen as corresponding 

qualities, they could essentially be combined. When combining the two categories, (fun 56 and 

humor 45) the number of respondents that have mentioned this as their answer, comes to 101, 

making it the most important quality. Other qualities mentioned were relatable, down to earth, 

knowledge, skills, entertainment, nice and friendly. (For full list of qualities mentioned, please see 

appendix 1) 

The values that the viewers connect to the beauty gurus were thereby identified. These are the 

values that the beauty gurus can potentially transfer to products or brands included in videos.  

 

Endorsement 

 

The second stage in the Meaning Transfer Model is endorsement. This phase of the model deals 

with how the values, that the viewers connect with the YouTube beauty gurus, are transferred to the 

products or brands. As mentioned in the theory section, this can be done in numerous ways. This 
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phase of the model is about utilizing the values of the beauty guru so that the product will be 

desired by the viewer. As previously mentioned, the merger between the product and the endorser 

should be natural and seem credible in order for the endorsement to be successful. When companies 

use a celebrity as endorser for a brand, they chose a strategy as to how they can transfer the values 

of the celebrity onto the brand or product (Hansen 2012). So, what strategy is present in the case of 

YouTube beauty videos? In the section concerning the definition of what a beauty videos is, the 

most popular types of beauty videos were also mentioned. These types of videos were among 

others: tutorials, how-to, favorites, haul videos and get ready with me videos. Drawing on the 

different methods for transferring value from a celebrity to a product, it would seem as if the beauty 

gurus are using several of them in their videos. Therefore, according to the theory, when a beauty 

guru is making a “makeup tutorial” and including a product as part of her routine, the values that 

the viewers associate with her; such as honesty, skilled and fun, would be transferred to the 

products that she uses. This would be an example of the beauty guru as an endorser, simply acting 

like herself and implementing the product in her daily routine. Another method for transferring 

value is when a company uses the celebrity as a “presenter” of the product (Hansen 2012). This 

would be the case of the “haul videos”, were the beauty guru is showing the contents of a recent 

purchase of products (Pixability 2015). The beauty guru would in that case be acting as a presenter 

of the products that she has bought, showing and telling the viewers about different beauty items. 

Another way the beauty gurus could be transferring their values to a brand or product is by being an 

expert on the field. This could be when the beauty guru is demonstrating “how-to”. These are 

described as “a detailed step-by-step video that instructs the viewer how to achieve a specific 

beauty look” (Pixability 2015). The beauty guru is demonstrating her own skills and teaching 

viewers how to achieve the same look or to learn a new technique, which might imply that they take 

on the role of an expert in their videos – thereby acting as a credible expert for endorsing the 

products (Hansen 2012). Since the viewers, i.e. respondents of the questionnaire, widely agreed that 

skills and knowledge were some of the most preferable qualities in a beauty guru, the image of the 

beauty guru as an expert on the field of beauty would be credible and the transferring of value could 

be successful.     
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Consumption  

 

The last stage in the Meaning Transfer Model is consumption which will show if the transferring of 

values from the beauty guru to the product has been successful, and if they in fact have an effect on 

the consumer behavior of the viewers. 10% of the viewers who answered the questionnaire stated 

that they had never purchased a product that was recommended in a beauty video. Nonetheless, 

when filtering out this group, it was clear that the ones who answered never, were also the ones who 

answered that they buy none or 1-5 beauty products a month. The reason for the lack of interest in 

buying recommended products could therefore their relatively low consumption of beauty products 

in general. 55% of the respondents answered that they sometimes buy products that were 

recommended in beauty videos. When singling out this group of respondents, is was clear that this 

group was also heavier watchers of YouTube beauty videos and that they generally bought more 

beauty products per month than the previous group. 33% of the respondents answered that they 

often buy a product that has been recommended in a beauty video. It was then calculated how many 

of the purchased beauty products that were purchased as a direct result of a recommendation in a 

beauty video based on their answers to the question: ‘In the past 6 months, how many percentages 

of your purchased beauty products did you buy after....(Please write percentage)’. On average, this 

group of respondents bought 65% of their beauty products because they were recommended in a 

YouTube video. This group of respondents also answered that only 13% of their beauty products 

were purchased because they had seen them in an official commercial. 3% of the respondents 

answered that they always buy a beauty product after seeing it in a beauty video. This group of 

respondents was also the group who bought the most beauty products in general and also watched 

the most beauty videos. To see how much of an effect the beauty videos have on the respondents’ 

purchase-related decisions, the question: in the past 6 months, how many percentage of your 

purchased beauty products did you buy after....(Please write percentage) was included. The 

respondents were given three options; seeing in a YouTube video, seeing in an official 

advertisement or others. The results of this question showed that the respondents on average bought 

42% of their beauty products because they have seen them in a beauty video on YouTube. 12% of 

their purchased beauty products were bought because they had seen them in an official 

advertisement from the brand and 33% of their purchased products were bought because of other 

reasons. 
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According to the results, 90% of the respondents either sometimes, often or always buy products 

that they have seen in a YouTube beauty video. Furthermore, 42% of the respondents’ beauty 

products purchased within the last six month were bought after seeing them in a beauty video. This 

implies that beauty gurus do indeed have an effect on the consumer behavior of the viewers. There 

did, however, seem to be a general correlation between the amount of beauty videos watched and 

the amount of beauty products bought. It was also established that the least influential source of 

consumption among the viewers, was the official advertisement from a beauty company.     

Another factor worthy of mentioning was the effect of creating brand favoritism among the viewers 

of beauty videos. This was investigated by asking the respondents to name their three favorite 

beauty brands, and then comparing their answers to the most frequently mentioned brands in 

YouTube beauty videos. The number one most popular beauty brand among the respondents was 

MAC (see appendix 2), which is also the most frequently mentioned brand in YouTube beauty 

videos (see appendix 3). The second most popular brand among the respondents was Urban Decay, 

which is the seventh most mentioned brand in beauty videos. The third favorite brand among the 

respondents was Too Faced which is the fifth more mentioned brand in beauty videos. All in all, 

nine brands (including MAC, Urban Decay, TwoFaced, L’ôréal, NYX, Maybelline, Benefit and 

NARS) appeared on both the list of the viewers’ favorite brands and the most frequently mentioned 

brands in YouTube beauty videos. This indicates that beauty gurus might very well be able to create 

certain preferences and favoritism of beauty brands among their viewers.   

 

Partial conclusion  

 

The use of the meaning transfer model analysis on the quantitative data collected it was possible to 

see certain patterns among viewers of YouTube beauty videos.  

Firstly, it was through quantitative research possible to identify the most important values of beauty 

gurus among the viewers of beauty videos. Honesty, personality and humor were identified as the 

most important qualities. It was then subsequently theorized how the YouTube beauty gurus are 

transferring these values to the products that are featured in their videos. It was conjectured that the 

beauty gurus are utilizing their ethos as a presenter as well as an expert of the beauty product and 

thereby transferring the positive values that the viewers connect with them to the products. An 
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effect on the consumer behavior among the viewers was confirmed. The results of the quantitative 

research showed that 90% of the sample made from viewers of beauty videos buys products 

because of a YouTube beauty video, either sometimes, often or always. It was furthermore possible 

to identify that beauty gurus have effect on favoritism of beauty brands among the viewers. By 

often mentioning certain brands the beauty gurus are able to create preferences for these brands 

among the viewers.    

  

Consumer behavior 
 

Based on selected theories of consumer behavior the outcome of the qualitative interviews will be 

analyzed. Sections from the enclosed transcribed interviews will be included as empirical data. The 

subjective responses of the interviewees will be interpreted in an attempt to create an understanding 

of how and why YouTube beauty videos influence and affect the viewers’ consumer behavior.    

The source of the message 

 

The first thing that will be analyzed is the source of the message’s role in influencing viewers’ 

consumer behavior. The source of the message will in the case of YouTube beauty videos be the 

beauty guru featured in the video. How the viewers of the video feel about her could therefore be 

determining for how the source i.e. the beauty guru influences them.  

Since the viewers’ perception of the source i.e. the beauty guru can determine the level of influence 

she has on them the interviewees were asked what they like about beauty gurus, what they do not 

like about beauty gurus and how they would describe their relationship with their favorite beauty 

guru. The answers should help clarify how they feel about the source of the message. Eventual 

negative or distrusting feelings towards beauty gurus could mean that the gurus’ ability to influence 

the viewers is limited. Whereas positive feelings or high levels of credibility could mean that the 

viewers are able to be influenced by the message that the source delivers (Solomon et al. 2006). 

One of the qualities that the interviewees mentioned as being positive in beauty gurus was; funny;” 

I watch KathleenLights because she has a very funny and down-to-earth personality.” Since humor 

can be used as a way of “disarming” the receiver of a message, making them more acceptant of the 

actual message (Solomon et al 2006), the beauty gurus using humor in their videos could be an 
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attempt to move focus from their actual objective. However since this is seen as a positive quality in 

the beauty gurus it could be argued that the implementation of humor in beauty videos is successful 

and well received by the viewers, despite what its actual purpose might be. Another interviewee 

mentioned that she watches different beauty gurus depending on the mood that she is in. “For 

example there are people I watch for being funny, informative, cynical, light-hearted, professional, 

honest, or just aesthetically appealing.” The fact that there are so many beauty gurus that the 

viewers can pick and choose between them could mean that the gurus are reaching a wide audience. 

The difference in taste among the audience seems to be mirrored in the difference in style among 

the beauty gurus, making it more likely that more people will find a beauty guru that they can relate 

to. Another interviewee mentioned the level of intimacy with the beauty guru as important to her. 

“It is like you are hearing a friend talking. They share a lot of details about their lives; about their 

pets, about their family.” The feeling of closeness and ability to create friend-like relationships with 

the viewers therefore seem to be an important factor. The degree to which the viewers feel that there 

is a friend-relationship with the beauty guru could determine the amount of influence they have on 

the viewers. “in some cases it almost feels like hanging out with someone you are friends with or 

someone you know you would really get along with.” The establishing of a friend-like connection 

with the viewers could strengthen the gurus’ ability to encourage and inspire viewers to follow her 

advice. Should the viewers in fact feel like they are gaining a friendship by watching beauty videos 

then that could be seen as creating positive reinforcement that will keep the viewers coming back in 

order to maintain this feeling. The creating of friend-like feelings in the viewers could therefore be 

seen as a way to increase the incentive for them to keep watching beauty videos. One interviewee 

furthermore clarified that there is a difference in the relationships with the different beauty gurus. 

She mentioned the number of subscribers as something that could determine what kind of 

relationship the viewers have with the beauty guru “They can be very friendly and they are more on 

the same level as a friend. But if they have millions of subscribers then they are obviously more like 

a celebrity.” This could mean that some beauty gurus are more able to create emotional connections 

with their viewers. Whereas others might be more comparable to celebrities and will therefore 

perhaps be able to transfer their ethos to the products used. This would cause the viewers to desire 

the same products in order to become more like them, as is the case with celebrity endorsement 

(Hansen 2012). Another positive characteristic mentioned was the beauty gurus’ level of skills 

“Their technique is usually in a different league from what you see in your daily life. They are even 

better than a lot of makeup artists that I know.” The perceived expertise of the beauty gurus could 
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mean that the viewers see them as a credible source and thereby as qualified to recommend 

products. Since a high level of expertise is connected to a justification of the source’s credibility, 

the viewers’ satisfaction with the level of skills could mean that they simultaneously recognize the 

beauty guru as a credible source.      

By also looking at what the viewers do not like about beauty gurus a comparison of the negative 

counterweight to the positive feelings should be possible. The nuances of the negative feelings 

towards beauty gurus could potentially lessen the effect of the positive feelings and will therefore 

be relevant to include. One interviewee answered that she did not like beauty gurus excessively 

talking about issues that are not related to the topic of beauty. “When they are talking about having 

their hair cut or that they have been to the hairdresser and it was cut wrong and she does not like it. 

It does not come across as very professional when they do that.” This answer does however in 

some sense go against the interviewees reasons for liking the beauty gurus. The inclusion of 

personal details and “making small talk” could essentially be seen as part of creating the friendship-

like relationship that the viewers claim to value. The issue could then perhaps simply be about the 

preference of the specific viewer as to what amount of “chit-chat” is seen as acceptable in a beauty 

video. The complete exclusion of personal information and small talk could essentially mean that 

the viewers’ perceived friendship with the beauty gurus would disappear. Another issue which was 

mentioned by an interviewee was the demonstrating or showing of products that are expensive. “But 

it is kind of annoying to see like really expensive things that keep on being focused on. If that 

happens to regularly I would actually unsubscribe from the channel.” The focus on extravagant or 

expensive products could mean that the viewers would feel that the videos are irrelevant to them if 

they are not looking to purchase highly expensive products. It could also create the feeling of a vast 

social difference between the viewers and the beauty guru. By demonstrating products that the 

viewers cannot afford the beauty guru could be disassociating herself from the viewers by flaunting 

items that the viewers either do not identify with or are unable to buy. A repetitive emphasis on 

expensive products could therefore be seen as something that could lead to a negative perception of 

the source, which would weaken the ability to influence the viewers. Four of the interviewees 

mentioned the matter of dishonesty and sponsorships as something they did not like about beauty 

gurus. “I do not like gurus who are dishonest or endorse products for money that are clearly 

terrible. Or who are dishonest or do not disclose sponsored content or affiliate programs.” Since 

the credibility of the source and the perception of the source as being biased can determine whether 

or not viewers are influenced by the source (Solomon et al. 2006) the issue of sponsorship seemed 
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particularly important to further challenge among the interviewees. One interviewee mentioned that 

it was specifically the uncertainly about whether or not a product was promoted because of its 

performance or because of a sponsorship deal with a company. “I just get that feeling of being lied 

to. Did they mention it because they BOTH love this product or did they both get extra dollars for 

mentioning it?” It could therefore be that the issue of sponsorship lies in the disclosure of the 

beauty guru. The interviewees were therefore asked how they would feel about their favorite beauty 

gurus being sponsored and if they would trust the opinion of a beauty guru less if they knew that 

she was sponsored. None of the interviewees were completely against the thought of sponsorship as 

long as they felt like the beauty guru was still honest in her opinion about the product featured 

“Well it is her or his job, so I guess there is nothing wrong with that as long as it stays true to their 

real opinion”. Although several of the interviewees agreed that amount of sponsored videos should 

be limited. “I could understand one or two videos every once in a while, or a simple mention or 

recommendation, but if every other video is an entire video that is sponsored, you start feeling like 

you are watching a TV commercial.” The issue of sponsorships therefore seems to be connected the 

amount of sponsored videos that the beauty guru creates. Since none of the interviewees expressed 

to have a complete opposition to the idea of sponsorships it does seem to be possible for the beauty 

gurus to do sponsored content. However the issue of sponsorship seems to have three nuances; the 

amount of sponsored content created compared to not-sponsored content, the disclosure of the 

beauty guru about the sponsored content and the subjective feelings of the viewers about the 

honesty of the beauty guru. The interviewees were also asked if they would trust the opinion of a 

beauty guru less if they knew that she was sponsored. One interviewee said that it affected her 

opinion very much knowing that a beauty guru is sponsored while others were more acceptant as 

long as the reviews were still honest. “No, as long as they are transparent about it; if they are not, 

then I either think that they are inexperienced, if they are new, or not being honest” The level of 

transparency about the sponsorship would be something that determines whether or not the viewers 

will still see a beauty guru a credible source. Another interviewee stated that she would still trust the 

beauty guru’s opinion if the explanation about why the product is worth recommending is 

convincing. “I would if they coupled it with their elaborate explanation and experience with the 

product that led to them wanting to recommend it.” A sponsored video could then perhaps be 

counter acted by including factual evidence for the performance of a sponsored product, thereby 

appealing to the logical sense of the viewers by demonstrating the benefits of the recommended 

product. The answers points to the direction that beauty gurus are able to do sponsored video 
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content to a certain extent, however if the viewers would start to feel like she is not delivering an 

honest review or recommendation then this could very much influence the credibility of the 

message and potentially damage the relationship between the viewers and the beauty guru.     

The beauty gurus’ perceived level of expertise could be counterbalancing the negative effect of 

sponsorship deals. The credibility attained through the viewers’ recognition of the beauty guru as a 

qualified expert could be predominating the viewers doubt about the integrity of a sponsored 

product. Furthermore the implementation of humor could be drowning out the transparency of 

sponsored content. The fusion or humor and expertise could mean that the viewers are more easily 

distracted from a potentially financial ulterior motive, such as sponsored content. However, 

inconsiderate or blatant product pushing would have negative implications on the beauty gurus’ 

perceived credibility.   

The source’s perceived level of attractiveness can also affect the level of influence they have on the 

receivers of the message (Solomon et al. 2006). The interviewees were therefore asked to rate their 

favorite beauty gurus level of attractiveness. All five interviewees found that their favorite beauty 

gurus was very attractive and rated them to be between 8 and 10 (on a scale of 1-10).  Most of the 

interviewees said that they found their favorite beauty guru to be a 10. Even if attractiveness is a 

subjective opinion, the interviewees’ perception is what counts as they are the viewers who she i.e. 

the beauty guru will potentially influence. Because they perceive their favorite beauty gurus as 

being attractive the so-called halo effect (Solomon et al. 2006) could cause them to believe that they 

are also better at other things such as choosing the right beauty products or being more skilled at 

doing makeup. However the interviewees did not seem to believe that skills and attractiveness are 

connected. Only one interviewee connected an attractive physical appearance with greater makeup 

skills “It would appear so. Because the makeup looks better on them, that is what I realized”. The 

other interviewees strongly disagreed with the notion that attractiveness has a connection to skills 

“No way, there is no correlation between being attractive and being good at makeup”. Most of 

them did however acknowledge that they would prefer attractive beauty gurus over non attractive 

ones; “I would say attractiveness counts as a first impression, unfortunately.” This could be 

explained by the theory that states that people in general are more drawn to more attractive people 

or because that the attractiveness of the source is particularly important when it comes to products 

that are related to beauty such as makeup (Solomon et al. 2006). When asked how important they 

find attractiveness in a beauty guru most of the interviewees were not comfortable naming this as an 
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important quality, despite the fact that they all, consciously or unconsciously, gravitate towards 

more attractive beauty gurus; hence their high evaluation of their favorite beauty gurus’ 

attractiveness. “Well…I do feel attractiveness is relative, and can be about different things: 

physicality, personality, reality, content, opinions, professionalism, skills and so on. So I suppose 

using that broad definition attractiveness is important to me.” The inclusion of other 

characteristics, not related to physical attractiveness, in the definition of attractiveness could be an 

attempt to avoid a superficial judgement of the beauty gurus. Another interviewee reasoned her 

favoritism of attractive beauty gurus with the heightened appeal of a makeup look on an 

aesthetically appealing face. “I like the look and application of makeup on a symmetrical and 

appealing face. So in this way, I would say I subconsciously gravitate towards, in my subjective 

opinion, attractive individuals.” Attractiveness does seem to play a part in the viewers screening of 

beauty gurus, whether conscious or subconscious. The fact that all the interviewees estimate their 

favorite beauty guru’s level of attractiveness as being high, does not seem to be coincidental and it 

could therefore be said that more attractive beauty gurus are more influential as they are more likely 

to reach a wider audience. The attractiveness of a beauty guru could also be influential on account 

of a possible effect on the viewers’ self-image, which will be further discussed under the self.    

Partial conclusion 

 

Through the beauty gurus’ sharing of personal information the viewers are getting the perception of 

having a friends-like connection with the beauty guru. The bond between the viewers and the 

beauty gurus could be determined by the size of the beauty gurus’ subscriber group. Gurus with a 

large number of followers were seen more as a celebrity than a friend. Furthermore the beauty 

gurus’ level of skills showed an effect on the perceived credibility of the beauty gurus as experts 

and capability to recommending and select beauty products. A factor that was shown to have a 

possible negative effect on the beauty gurus’ credibility was the creation of sponsored content. 

However certain precautions could be made by the beauty gurus to avoid damages to their 

credibility. These were identified as being increased transparency about sponsorships and a balance 

between the amount of sponsored videos and unsponsored videos. An aspect that the beauty gurus 

have less control over is the subjective perception of the beauty gurus as honest reviewers. The 

viewers’ perception of the beauty gurus as truthful when reviewing products seemed to be 

determining for the effectiveness of the communicated message. It was however suggested that 
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well-reasoned arguments or factual evidence to support the claims made about recommended 

products would lessen the negative effect of sponsored videos.         

 

The message 

 

The messages of the beauty videos on YouTube may not all be the same and some could be more 

effective in influencing the viewers than others. So to identify what the viewers react positively and 

negatively to in a beauty videos the interviewees were asked what they thought should be the main 

focus of beauty videos and what they do not enjoy seeing in a beauty video. The interviewees were 

almost all interested in seeing videos where the product is in focus; “The main focus should be the 

beauty related item” and videos that demonstrate how to use the products “Most of the time I follow 

beauty gurus for their demonstration of certain beauty techniques or looks”. According to the 

theory messages that focus on the convenience of use and added product benefits have positive 

effects on consumer behavior (Solomon et al 2006). The videos that interviewees prefer could in 

fact be the ones that are the most convincing and effective in changing their consumer behavior. 

When asked how the interviewees felt about videos that have a lot of product information they all 

agreed that this is something they are interested in seeing. “I like them, especially when I am 

looking for specific products or product info.” This does challenge the theory that says that too 

much information has a negative effect on consumer behavior (Solomon et al. 2006). The marketers 

following these premises could therefore be disregarding the consumers need for more detailed and 

in depth product information that consumers will instead look for and receive from online channels 

such as YouTube. One interviewee mentioned that certain YouTube channels specialize in different 

areas of beauty such a vegan channel.  “If the beauty channel is specialized in vegan products, then 

it is important to inform which are and which are not”. The existence of specialized beauty 

channels indicates a need among the consumers for more specific information that the beauty 

industry is perhaps overlooking. The beauty gurus could be taping into more fragmented consumer 

groups that have a higher need for specific product information which the beauty gurus are 

answering to. Another aspect of beauty videos which the interviewees thought was positive was 

learning about personal details about the beauty gurus. “Yes I think it makes me feel more connected 

and have a more personal experience with each guru when they also talk about lives. You kind of 

feel like you know them.” The inclusion of personal information to establish a deeper connection 

with the viewers could be acting as a bonding strategy, making the message more memorable 
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(Solomon et al 2006). This should however be done with tact as too much information or lack of 

entertainment value could have a negative effect. “But not too much! And it has to be entertaining.” 

The sharing of personal information should therefore not compromise the entertainment value of the 

video for the communication to be effective. Nevertheless, the message of beauty videos does seem 

to be using emotional appeal to create a bond between the viewers and the beauty guru. This could 

have the effect of making the viewers more involved and also increase the chances that the viewers 

remember the products mentioned. The memorized products could therefore have a greater chance 

at being purchased by viewers due to the level of involvement generated by the emotional appeal of 

the message.  

What the interviewees did not like seeing in a beauty video included topics unrelated to beauty. 

“When it is not related at all to beauty stuff, like when they are just chatting about job or their 

family or something like that” The dissatisfaction with off-topic content indicates that the viewers 

are looking for specific content and will react negatively to videos that contain unrelated topics. 

Other types of content that was deemed unappropriated was when the beauty gurus takes on a role 

as an expert on topics other than beauty. “misinformation especially about product, ingredient 

safety, mental health or politics.” The operational range of the beauty gurus could therefore be 

pinned down to beauty related topics as the perceived credibility of the beauty guru as an expert in 

other topics is lacking, which could be due to perception that the source is knowledge biased. 

Another matter that was negatively received among the interviewees was the promotion of beauty 

trends that could be hazardous to the health. “A guru promoting dangerous practices; like “hello 

using suction to plump - or more likely bruise lips, using the nature fallacy; I mean please, citrus is 

not meant for your skin”.” The demonstration of dangerous or harmful alteration techniques could 

have negative effects on the viewers; either because the viewer will attempt to try the techniques 

themselves or because the promotion of such practices could damage the image of the beauty guru 

as a credible source.     

Part of the effectiveness of the message is said to be in the arguments used to convince the viewers 

(Solomon et al. 2006). It was therefore attempted to identify some of the types of arguments used in 

beauty videos to create a convincing message. The interviewees all stated that they like videos that 

compare different products to each other. Some expressed that they like it because the beauty guru 

might show cheaper alternatives to high end products. “I enjoy those that show a comparison of 

high-end to drugstore price beauty product if I am planning on buying a product”. The effect of the 
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message could therefore be that the viewers feel like they are getting advice on how to save money 

but still get the same benefits. However if the beauty guru is being endorsed by the product that is 

shown as the cheaper alternative this could simply be like the two-sided argument that first show 

the bad sides in order for the other side to look less bad (Solomon et al 2006). Either way the 

viewers seem to appreciate the comparison of different product especially if a less expensive 

alternative is presented. The comparison of different products could also be a way of appealing to 

the viewers’ rational sense. By weighing the pros and the cons of the different products the beauty 

could be creating a logical argument that will appeal to the viewers’ rational logic.     

The appeal of the different messages used in beauty videos does seem to help structure the viewers’ 

consumer behavior.  Most of the interviewees claimed that watching beauty videos made it easier 

for them to decide what to buy. “It makes it easier, because you have a clearer idea of what to 

expect from this product.” The pre-given information from beauty videos therefore seems to create 

preferences for certain products by increasing the expectations of quality. Watching beauty videos 

therefore seem to help the viewers in their decision making process when purchasing beauty 

products which mean that the advice or recommendation of the beauty gurus will have an effect on 

the consumer behavior. This also means products that are featured in beauty videos are more likely 

to be purchased than products that are not featured because the viewers’ preference towards certain 

products develops already before entering a store. The answer of one interviewee supported this 

claim “I do not even buy products that are not recommended anymore. I would not want to go and 

waste my money on something that I do not even know is good or not” Her reliance on the opinion 

of the beauty gurus could therefore be said to influence her consumer behavior on beauty products 

100% as she would not even purchase beauty products that have not been recommended in videos. 

Another effect of the beauty videos seems to be the encouragement to buy more expensive products 

“I probably buy more expensive things, but I buy less junky or bad products”. The influence of the 

beauty videos therefore also leads to changing the consumer patterns of the viewers and possibly 

create a preference for more high-end products. It became evident that the viewers are strongly 

relying on the information from beauty videos when purchasing beauty products. Most of the 

interviewees claimed that they would find it hard to choose beauty products without the advice of 

beauty gurus. One interviewee explained that the input from beauty gurus simplifies the selection 

process. “Yes. It is really intimidating when you are at the store and there are all of these products 

and you have no idea about any of them. It helps to simplify the choosing process.” The fact the 

viewers would see the task of purchasing beauty products without the advice from beauty gurus as 
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intimidating could mean that the information provided in beauty videos works as a crutch. The 

viewers seem to be depending strongly on the guidance of the beauty gurus making them 

significantly important as a promoter of products. The interviewees also mentioned lack of product 

information and the vast assortment of products available as reasons for relying on the advice of the 

beauty gurus. “Yes, I mean there are sooo many beauty products to choose from, and you have no 

idea which ones are good.” The viewers could be having a need to simplify the process of the 

purchasing beauty products that the beauty gurus are answering to. Previously the viewers might 

have asked a friend for advice or the personnel at the store; however the beauty gurus could be 

fulfilling both of these roles for the viewers, as the viewers connect both a sense of friendship and 

level of expertise to the beauty gurus. The beauty gurus will thereby be able to influence increased 

consumption on specific products by including them in their videos, however products that are 

included but mentioned as not worth buying could have a decreased consumption among the 

viewers.    

The results of the quantitative data showed that the viewers of beauty videos are far less likely to 

buy products after seeing them in a commercial than after seeing them in a beauty video. A reason 

for this could be found in the different messages that the two convey. It was therefore attempted to 

create an understanding of this through the interviews. The interviewees were asked what they 

thought was the difference between a YouTube beauty video and a commercial done by a beauty 

brand. One interviewee mentioned the personal nature of the beauty videos a being one of the 

biggest differences, which is also mirrored the interviewees perception of the beauty guru. Others 

emphasized a lack of trust in commercials done by companies. “I really feel that I cannot trust 

commercials by beauty brands; nothing is real. Either the product is not featured at all, it is not 

used, or is really not shown in an accurate way.” The lack of trust seems to be derived from a lack 

of focus on the product. It was previously found that the viewers are looking for more detailed 

product information as well as instructions for application which the beauty industry seems to be 

overlooking. Another aspect which was highlighted by the interviewees was the perceived true-to-

life characteristic distinctive to beauty videos compared to commercials “the video is more realistic, 

more honest. Whereas the advertisement would feel more manufactured, scripted and fake.” The 

beauty videos seem to have the advantage over commercials that they are regarded as being 

authentic when compared commercials. The reason for the perceived realness of the beauty videos 

could be in the found in the composition of the videos “Commercials usually involve a large 

production team, such as props, actors and so on. There is something more authentic about 
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someone filming themselves and sharing their opinion like it is a conversation.” The commercials 

seem to lack the intimateness that the beauty videos are able to create with the viewers. Furthermore 

the commercials are seen as being biased as they are only including their own brands or products 

“gurus usually feature many different brands, and have the ability to compare products and make 

recommendations based on a wide variety of products.” The viewers are looking for unbiased 

product information that they are not able to receive from the official commercials. The 

independent role of the beauty gurus could therefore be of great advantage when consumers are 

looking for factual product information.  

Partial conclusion 

 

The inclusion of personal information in beauty videos seems to be creating a bond between the 

viewers and the beauty guru that could have the effect of increased memory of the products that are 

mentioned compared to products that are not mentioned. It also seems that the beauty gurus are 

fulfilling the viewers’ need for more specific product information. The viewers are actively seeking 

this information perhaps because of the beauty industry’s lack of attention to this need. Furthermore 

the vast amounts of beauty products available on the market make the viewers depend strongly on 

the advice of beauty gurus in their selection of beauty products. It became evident that the beauty 

videos were able to create expectations around the products mentioned that the viewers later used in 

their decision making process when purchasing beauty products. It was identified that beauty videos 

were the message shows a possibility for the viewers to save money, by using the two-sided 

argument in comparison of high-end versus drugstore products, had positive effects on the viewers.  

 

The self 

 

To find out if the beauty videos trigger a process of self-comparison with the beauty gurus the 

interviewees were asked how they identify with YouTube beauty gurus. For most of the 

interviewees the connection with the beauty gurus was about a shared passion and interest in beauty 

“I think we have the same passion for makeup and that really makes me feel connected to her.” But 

also values like a sense of humor and similar taste in other things than beauty products were 

mentioned “I feel like I like YouTubers who are more similar to me. The same kind of humor, 

watching the same kind of shows, similar taste in makeup, clothes and everything.” One 
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interviewee stated that she felt like beauty gurus were like a family member to her, which means 

that there could be deeper feelings involved than a shared interest in makeup “like a big sister who 

shows you how to do your makeup”. The resembling of beauty gurus to a sister does show that the 

viewers are connected to the beauty gurus and when comparing that connection to that of a sister, 

one could be led to believe that the viewers truly trust and value the opinion of the beauty gurus. 

Furthermore the perceived bond between the viewers and the beauty guru could also mean that the 

viewers would be more forgiving of the beauty guru, when it comes to the issue of sponsorships. 

Another interviewee had a more pragmatic relationship to the beauty gurus “they seem to me like a 

combination of news anchor, product critic, and reality TV character. Also, sometimes I feel like 

they are a makeup consultant; but obviously one-sided.” This type of relationship seems to be of a 

less emotional character than what other interviewees have expressed. The resembling of beauty 

gurus to a news anchor and reality star does however demonstrate that though not emotional the 

connection is characterized by the entertainment value that the gurus provide and the unbiased view 

that could be said to be characteristic for news anchors. Even if the connection for some of the 

viewers is less emotional a process of self comparison could still be triggered. One interviewee even 

indicated that she pre-select beauty gurus based on an evaluation on their ability to be comparable 

to her “I feel like I like YouTubers who are more similar to me.” The reason for viewers’ preference 

for gurus who are similar to themselves could motivated by the need to avoid creating a negative 

effect on their self-esteem. By watching beauty gurus that are perceived to be similar to the 

viewer’s actual self the viewer could be attempting to avoid creating a gap between the actual self 

and the ideal self. Most of the interviewees categorized beauty gurus as a either a celebrity or a 

friend. The categorization as a friend could mean that the viewers see beauty gurus as peers and 

similarly disposed as themselves “I would describe my favorite beauty guru as someone who could 

potentially be my friend in real life, like if we met”. The comparison of their own self and that of the 

beauty gurus could therefore be conflict free. But since the several of the interviewees made the 

connection between the beauty gurus and celebrities there could an element of unattainability and a 

feeling that the gurus are in a different social level than the viewers. The comparison with the self 

could therefore have negative effects on the viewers’ self-esteem. To find out if and how beauty 

videos affect the viewers’ self-esteem the interviewees were asked if watching beauty videos 

affected their self-esteem negatively or positively. One interviewee said that watching beauty 

videos affected her self-esteem positively. She explained this by saying that seeing the beauty gurus 

without makeup on made her feel more normal. If could then be assumed that when beauty gurus 
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show their face with no makeup on it has a positive effect on the viewers. This positive effect could 

be derived from a feeling of relief that even the beauty gurus are not perfect. This is supported by 

another interviewees comment: “I saw them bare face and realized, well, they are just like us!” This 

could mean that even though most of the interviewees agreed that they prefer an attractive beauty 

guru over a non-attractive beauty guru they still do not want someone who is picture perfect. Beauty 

gurus could therefore generate positive effects on the viewers’ self-esteem when they also show a 

less flawless side of themselves. One interviewee however also noted that watching beauty videos 

can have a negative effect in the sense that viewers feel pressured to look a certain way in order to 

live up to the standards set by the beauty gurus “you can sometimes feel pressured to compete with 

the thousands of beautiful beauty gurus on the Internet. You start thinking that you need to look a 

certain way, or act a certain way to be accepted in society.” This demonstrates that beauty videos 

do not only have a positive effect on the viewers but also the ability to leave the viewers feeling bad 

about themselves when comparing their self-image against the beauty gurus. Despite this affect 

being negative it could mean that it spurs the viewers to attempt to reach the image of the ideal self 

by consuming the same products as seen in the videos. When the viewers are comparing their own 

self-image to the beauty gurus the effect could potentially be a wider cap between the actual self 

and the ideal self among the viewers watching. This would explain why the interviewee feels like 

the beauty videos sometimes affect her self-esteem negatively. This particular interviewee also 

answered that her self-esteem in general varied between good and bad “I have my ups and downs 

self-esteem wise. I am a very emotionally driven person, so my self-esteem is easily warped on par 

with my mood.” There could therefore be a connection between the viewer’s general level of self-

esteem and the ability of beauty videos to negatively impact it.  

Another aspect of the self that could determine the level of influence from beauty videos is degree 

to which the viewers feel like beauty products are part of their extended self or self-definition. If the 

viewers of beauty videos feel like beauty products are part of their extended self and something they 

need in order to fulfill a certain role, this could lead to consumption activities (Solomon et al. 2006). 

The importance of beauty products in general for the viewers of beauty videos could therefor 

determine how susceptible to external influence they are. If beauty products are part of the viewers 

identify or something they connect to their self-definition they could be more motivated to consume 

in order to attain or reach their ideal image. Two of the interviewees were dismissive to idea that 

beauty products were part of their identity “Definitely not. I use a lot of skincare for sure but it is 

not really about the product I use, but more about the procedure. I do not “swear” by a specific 
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product as much as a beauty guru does.” Her opinion on why she does not see beauty products as 

part of her identify seem to be based on a comparison between her own attachment to beauty 

products and that of the beauty gurus. This comparison could mean that she feels like other people 

i.e. beauty gurus are more defined by beauty products than herself. Another interviewee explained 

how part of her identifies with beauty products “I do not identify with beauty products nor do they 

represent a part of my identity, but they DO represent the part of my identity that self acknowledges 

the need for me to feel good about myself and my physicality.” The interviewee acknowledges that 

beauty products are part of how satisfied she is with her self-image making her more susceptible to 

products that will help her reach satisfaction with the self-image. Another interviewee answered: 

“Probably! I use many every day, love using them, love collecting them, like being asked for 

advice; they make me happy and feel good about myself.” This interviewee sees beauty products not 

only as part of her everyday life but also as a source of happiness. The happiness could be 

connected to fact that beauty products give her a feeling of being closer to her ideal self. Beauty 

products may not be part of her actual self but she uses beauty products in her self-definition of her 

ideal self. Beauty products could therefore be said to be used to reach satisfaction with the 

perceived self- image and help consumers i.e. viewers of beauty videos to reach their ideal self. If 

the satisfaction of buying beauty products that have been recommended by beauty gurus is higher 

than the when buy non-recommended products will be examined in the section about consumer 

motivations.         

Partial conclusion 

 

It could appear as though beauty gurus are triggering a self-comparison process among the viewers. 

For some viewers the self-comparison with beauty gurus has a negative effect on their self-esteem. 

The reason for this could be that the comparison of the self with the beauty gurus could create a cap 

between the actual self and the ideal self. The effect of this process would be that the viewers will 

attempt to fill the gap in order to achieve the ideal self. The purchasing of beauty products used in 

the videos could be seen as an attempt to reach this goal. For some viewers the identification with 

beauty products seems to be higher than for others. For the viewers who see beauty products as part 

of their extended self the effect of the beauty videos could be more impactful.  
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Consumer motivations 

 

The viewers’ motivations for watching beauty videos and purchasing products featured in the 

videos will be attempted to identify using theories of consumer motivations.  

In order to understand the motivation for watching beauty videos the interviewees were asked to 

explain why they watch beauty videos. Most of the interviewees mentioned part of the motivation 

for watching videos is to learn i.e. about beauty products and techniques. This would probably be 

the most obvious reason and one that the interviewees are fully aware of. To learn the tricks of the 

trade could be seen as a utilitarian need that the viewers would find handy and practical to learn. 

The need of the viewers could therefore be seen as learning something new. And their drive to learn 

something new would lead them to watch YouTube beauty videos. The need to learn new makeup 

skills was also evident in the answers to the question about the importance of the beauty guru’s 

skills “Very important. I mean if she is not good at doing makeup then I cannot really learn 

anything from her”. The viewers do have expectations of the level of skills present in the videos 

due to their drive to satisfy their need for new skills. The utilitarian need to improve one’s own 

skills could therefore be seen as a motivation to watch beauty videos. As it was theorized that the 

viewers are motivated to watch beauty videos to improve their own skills it could be a nearby 

thought to believe that the viewers would engage in some act of imitation by living out the 

theoretical knowledge that they have learned in order to improve their actual skills. However none 

of the interviewees believed that having the same products as used in the video would make it easier 

for them to recreate the look. Some said that they are not even interested in trying to recreate the 

look “No I do not do that actually”. Others believed that similar products form other brands could 

be just as effective in creating the same look. Most of the interviewees believed that their own skills 

improved by watching beauty videos. “Over time, I use the techniques and "lessons" I learn from 

YouTube beauty gurus in my own personal beauty life.” The gurus skills could therefore be seen as 

a motivator for watching the videos and create an added value for the viewers in that their own 

skills improve through the observation of the beauty gurus. The skills could therefor also be seen as 

something that the viewers feel like they are earning from watching beauty videos.     

Another motivation for watching beauty videos seemed to be the driven by the need to relax. 

Almost all of the interviewees mentioned that beauty videos had a relaxing effect on them 
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“watching beauty videos on YouTube is a source of relaxation to me. There is something very 

therapeutic about watching someone take their time with their passions”. The fact that the viewers 

see the videos as a source of relaxation could indicate that they are in the flow state (Solomon et al. 

2006). This could also account for the fact that some of viewers often spend more than an hour a 

day watching beauty videos, as the flow state has the effect of losing sense of time (Solomon et al. 

2006). It could also indicate that the act of watching beauty videos is a tension releasing act in itself. 

The tension relief could appear because the viewers are fulfilling a hidden motive that they are 

perhaps not themselves aware of. The viewers could without knowing it be driven by a need for 

security, acceptance or magic that the beauty videos satisfy. The need that the beauty videos answer 

to could be something that they feel they are missing in their daily life. This theory is supported by 

the fact that all the interviewees felt like watching beauty videos is a way to escape the daily 

routine. “Yes, it is very relaxing. You kind of get into like a routine watching them. And although 

you have watched this person put on her foundation for a 100 times, but just watching it is very 

therapeutic. Like it calms you down somehow.” The watching of beauty videos could then in fact be 

seen as a fantasy world that the viewers use as an escape and source of relaxation. If the viewers in 

fact enter into a flow state when watching beauty videos it could mean that the loss of sense of time 

and the therapeutic effect of the videos create a circle of people continuously watching beauty 

videos like an obsession. A remark made by one interviewee confirms the contingency of this 

phenomenon “I almost always like to have one headphone plugged in to play beauty videos in the 

background. As I said it is a form of relaxation to me”. The viewers could be engaging in obsessive 

behavior caused by the relaxing effect that the videos have on them which is also evident in one 

comment made by a interviewee; “I watch some of my favorite YouTubers religiously as soon as 

they upload “.Whether or not the relaxing effect of watching beauty videos has an effect on 

consumer behavior is unknown, but it does seem be a significant part of the reason why viewers 

keep coming back to watch more. According to the theory of mere exposure, the more someone 

sees something the more they will like it (Solomon et al 2006). It could therefore be argued that the 

repetitive watching of beauty videos could create an effect on consumer behavior, as the continuous 

stimulation of beauty products shown in the videos could cause the viewers to start liking these, and 

then eventually desire to have the same.  
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Besides looking at why the viewers watch the videos, it was found relevant to find out if and why 

they by the products that are featured in the videos. When asked directly if they buy beauty product 

that were recommended by a beauty guru the interviewees all admitted to having bought products 

that they had seen in a beauty video. Four of the five respondents even stated that beauty videos 

make them buy more beauty products than they otherwise would have. “Yes, you get addicted to the 

idea of "there's always a better product" or keeping up with the newest trends.” The videos could 

therefore be said to have an effect on not only consumer behavior, but also push the boundaries for 

the amount of consumed products among the viewers. The fact that one interviewee described the 

need for the newest and best product as an addiction indicates that the beauty gurus are creating a 

spiral of conspicuous consumption that is triggered every time the viewers watch a new video. 

Another interviewee explained that she would even get a company to ship the product to her if it 

was not available in her country “Of course! If you did not see the reviews of those products than 

you would not buy them. And they really expose you to a lot of products that you did not know 

existed. They may not be available in my country but I would get them to ship it over to my country 

because I want the product.”  The urge to follow the recommendations of the beauty gurus seem to 

be strong and will even influence consumers to go further in their pursuit of the beauty guru 

approved products. The high level of motivation means that the beauty gurus must be creating a 

strong tension within the viewers that causes them to willingly go out of their way to get the same 

products as the beauty guru.  

When the interviewees were asked why they buy products that they have seen in a beauty video the 

opinions were rather scattered. Some said that they were convinced of the products performance 

after seeing in a video while others mentioned curiosity as a motivator for buying products.” And 

then I have to get it just to try it and see if it is really that good. Even if may already have a product 

that I really like.” Curiosity does seem to have a strong effect as the interviewee explained that she 

would buy a product even if she already has a product that she likes. This could also mean that 

beauty gurus potentially influence consumers to abandon their initial loyalty to another brand or 

product, and influence them to change their minds, even if the viewers are positive about the 

product that they have. This also means that the beauty gurus’ influence on consumer behavior is 

possible even when the viewers’ needs are covered i.e. have a product that they are satisfied with. 

Another mentioned trust as a reason for buying the same products as a beauty guru “The fact that I 

trust their taste and what works for them. Like if I follow a girl who has oily skin and she says a 

certain product works for her, I will get that product next time because I have oily skin.” The 
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credibility of the source could therefore also be seen as part of the viewers’ decision making process 

in selecting beauty products. When stating that she would follow the advice of someone who has 

similar skin as her, the could logic behind could be that the products would have a similar effect on 

her skin or that she is more influenced by someone who she identifies more with i.e. someone who 

has the same skin concerns as herself. When asked if the interviewees believe more in a product 

when it is recommended by a beauty guru all interviewees agreed that they in fact did believe more 

in a product when it had been recommended by a beauty guru “In a way, yes. Because even though 

there is probably a product out there that is just as good as the one mentioned, I would tend to go 

for the one recommended simply because I heard of it, and heard good reviews about it.” The 

reason for choosing the product that has been mentioned over the one that has not could be mere 

exposure of the product in the videos. Even if the product mentioned in a video is not better than the 

others it would still more likely be chosen due to the fact that the viewers already feel familiar with 

it through the beauty videos. To identify if this effect is only present when the products have been 

featured in the viewers favorite beauty gurus videos, the interviewees were asked if they believe 

more in a beauty product if it was recommended by more than one beauty guru. Four of the 

interviewees answered that they would be more convinced of a product if more gurus had 

recommended it. “Yes! Especially when it becomes really buzzed about, and when a variety of skin 

types, colors, personal styles recommends it.” Their answers do solidify that mere exposure in 

beauty videos does have an effect on consumer behavior and product preference among the viewers. 

It further shows that viewers are not necessarily guru-loyal but will seek the advice of several gurus 

to form an opinion. Another thing which seemed relevant was whether or not the tension relief of 

fulfilling a need felt differently when buying recommended products as opposed to other products. 

One interviewee answered that she never buys product that are not recommended. Another 

answered that she feels much more skeptical towards a product if she has not seen it in a video. 

Only one interviewee stated that she would not feel a difference “No! Sometimes I buy things out of 

curiosity and I would love it with or without recommendation!” The other interviewees however all 

expressed feeling differently when buying products that have been recommended in a beauty video. 

This could indicate that the fulfilling of a need created by a beauty video leads to a stronger state of 

homeostasis than non-recommended products create. It does however seem to be impossible for the 

viewers to reach a state of “paradise” through the consuming of recommended beauty products. 

“Yes, you get addicted to the idea of "there's always a better product" or keeping up with the newest 

trends.” The lack of complete satisfaction could be caused by the continuous flow of new videos 
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being uploaded; creating new needs, which keeps pushing the viewers perceived ideal self. The 

continuous watching of beauty videos could mean that the viewers will always have unfulfilled 

needs that will create tension and lead to goal oriented behavior causing more conspicuous 

consumption.    

 

Partial conclusion 

 

Both motivations for watching beauty videos and for buying the products featured in the videos 

were identified. The need to improve own skills was seen as a motivation for engaging in watching 

YouTube beauty videos. Whereas the need to relax was identified as a motivation for continuing to 

watch beauty videos. The relaxing effect of the videos was also seen as a potential reason for 

creating obsessive watching of videos. It was further verified that the videos create a strong need for 

the latest beauty products which could be activated even if the viewers had products that they were 

satisfied with. The combination of the continuous watching, to achieve the relaxing effect of the 

videos, and the implementation of strong needs in the viewers could be creating a continuous flow 

of conspicuous consumption among viewers of YouTube beauty videos.    

Group influence 

 

The nature of YouTube as a social media could mean that the other members of the community 

have an effect on the viewers’ consumer behavior. It was therefore attempted to identify if the other 

viewers act as a reference group that influences each other.  

The other viewers of beauty videos could be perceived as a reference group, due to the shared 

interest for beauty that led them to watch the same videos, the other viewers could be categorized as 

a virtual community of consumption; “a collection of people whose online interactions are based 

upon shared enthusiasm for and knowledge of specific consumption activity.”(Solomon et al. 2006). 

The other viewers could potentially influence each other dependent on how strong the social ties 

between them are and how strongly the viewers identify with the topic of their shared interest 

(Solomon et al 2006). When asking the interviewees if the felt like the other viewers to a beauty 

guru form a social group everyone agreed that they did. However when asked how they felt they 

were connected to this groups no one expressed having a strong connection. Two of the 

interviewees said that they did not feel a connection at all. One interviewee explained why she does 
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not engage in social interaction with the other viewers “I do not really comment; in this age, I do 

not really want all this stuff said on the internet found by future employers or family”. The very 

public nature of YouTube could therefore be a reason for some people to avoid networking in that 

space. The other two interviewees explained that the shared interest in beauty was the foundation of 

the social group but no one mentioned that they had a social connection other than a shared interest 

in the specific activity. “Not really, people like a beauty guru probably for the same reasons that I 

do, but it does not mean we are all part of a family or anything”. One interviewee said that she 

relates to the comments that the others post; “It is interesting seeing all the different responses and 

perspectives.” But there do not seem to be strong social ties within the community among the 

interviewees. The level of influence that the other viewers have on each other does therefore seem 

to be limited to sense of community due to a common interest. The interviewees could be 

categorized as being devotees who are described as having a strong interest in the topic but weak 

social ties (Solomon et al. 2006). The reason for the lack social commitment could also be found in 

the way that the interviewees described the community around the beauty gurus. Several mentioned 

that the tone of the communication between the viewers could be negative and aggressive “I have 

seen it, comments that were just like constructive criticism and they get attacked by the fans of a 

certain YouTuber”. The fact that a viewer will be offensive to another viewer in order to protect the 

beauty guru strongly implies that the loyalty and sense of commitment is deeply connected to the 

beauty guru and not to the other viewers. When the viewers are verbally attacking each other it 

could be because there is a sense of rivalry within the group or because the level of obsession with 

the beauty guru has turned viewers into fanatic fans that have no interest in connecting with the 

other viewers. Even though one interviewee felt that the community around the gurus was overall 

positive “The community is generally very positive and generally very accepting of all who want to 

be in it regardless of gender, race, weight, age and so on.” The general opinion among the others 

was more colored by the feeling of a fan-mentality and protectiveness for the beauty guru. A feeling 

of belonging could of course be stronger for other viewers who then would be more influenced by 

the other members of the community. But the randomly selected interviewees that were part of this 

study demonstrated no strong social ties to the other subscribers. However the shared interest in the 

topic could still mean that the members do have some kind of influence on each other. One 

interviewee mentioned that she does like to comment on a video after purchasing a product that was 

recommended, her reason for doing so could indicate that the opinions of the other viewers could 

matter as long as it is regarding something about their shared interest   while I trust beauty gurus 
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that I watch, I still like to read the comments to make sure others have had success as well.” The 

communication with the other viewers therefore seems to be more so based on a sharing of product 

experiences rather than of a personal nature and the other viewers could therefore be seen as having 

informational influence. This would mean that the viewers see each other as sources for 

comparative product information. Some interviewees did mention that they would more likely share 

their purchasing experience with other people than within the online community, such as family or 

friends. “I would just tell my friends about it. Not on the social media or any other website”. It does 

seem as if the interviewees will more likely share their experience with people with whom they 

have stronger social ties. Three of the interviewees stated that they would also share pictures of the 

products or a makeup look that they had created with their closer reference groups. “I do with my 

close friends. It is fun getting to share looks with those close to me who enjoy make up as much as I 

do!” The online beauty community does seem to have weak social ties within the group members, 

but a mutual interest in beauty products could mean that the members still exchange knowledge and 

tips, and thereby influence each other. Other reference groups such as family or friends seem to 

trigger a different behavior such as sharing of photos, which could mean that the viewers, who are 

influenced by a beauty guru, are influencing non-viewers making the span of the beauty gurus even 

larger. Whether or not this influence has an effect on the other reference groups outside the online 

community is unknown.   

Partial conclusion  

 

The other viewers of beauty videos were identified as a reference group that could potentially have 

informational influence on each other. The lack of engaging in social communication showed that 

the viewers are not connected by strong social ties. Instead it was apparent that the viewers’ sense 

of loyalty was with the beauty guru and not with the surrounding community. Other reference 

groups such as family or friends could be more influential than the other members of the online 

community   

Opinion leader 

 

The beauty gurus’ role as opinion leaders seemed to be relevant to explore as it could help to 

interpret the effect they have on the viewers. Opinion leaders are acknowledged as having strong 

influential power over those who seek their advice. The theory proposes that opinion leaders are 
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either monomorphic or polymorphic (Solomon et al. 2006). To detect how wide the field of 

influence is in the case of beauty gurus the interviewees were asked if they had also bought other 

products, then beauty products, because of a YouTube beauty video. Three of the interviewees 

acknowledged that beauty videos had also made them buy other products “Yes they do. Because of 

beauty gurus I started buying candles. I started buying stuff that they had, like I don’t know; fancy 

coffee or even like random stuff. Anything they would recommend maybe a book or music.” The fact 

that the viewers are also influenced in other aspects that are not beauty related could indicate that 

the beauty gurus’ influence has a wider span than makeup products; making them polymorphic in 

their opinion leadership. Other items mentioned were clothes, which could also mean that the 

viewers generally trust the beauty gurus’ sense of style. But also items like books or coffee were 

mentioned, which are far away from the beauty gurus’ perceived field of expertise. Perhaps the 

surroundings of the beauty guru have been intentionally made appealing and desirable for the 

viewers in order to create a need to have a similar well-decorated room. However not all of the 

interviewees had been influenced to buy other things than beauty products, which could mean that 

the polymorphic leadership is limited. The effect of the beautiful room décor or a drinking a certain 

coffee in the video could merely be of suggestive nature, subtle hints that could cause the viewer to 

long for an item that the beauty guru perhaps did not even mention. The theory on opinion leaders 

also state that they are usually socially active and similar to the people that follow their advice 

(Katz 1957). Firstly one could state their there is a social nature of the act of posting videos on a 

social media site such as YouTube. However this could be seen as a one-side type of 

communication as the beaut guru is sharing something that does not necessarily require a response. 

So to find out if the beauty gurus in fact are socially active and if this is a valued quality among the 

viewers the interviewees were asked about the importance of response from a beauty guru. Four of 

the interviewees said that they found it either very important or important. One interviewee 

reasoned her answer by underlining the importance of the viewers in the beauty guru’s success “I 

would say it’s pretty important since the viewers are the reason why the beauty guru is in his or her 

position!” This also indicates that a certain level of gratitude is expected by the beauty guru, or at 

least mingling with the viewers to show that the opinion leader is still on the same level as her 

followers. The expectation of interaction with the followers was however paired with the notion that 

interaction with each follower or request would not be possible, demonstrating that there does exist 

a gap between the opinion leader .i.e. beauty guru and the people taking her advice i.e. the viewers. 

“I would not expect them to do EVERYTHING that they are being asked! It is like expecting a 
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singer to sing you all the songs you want, you cannot please everyone.” This could validate that the 

beauty gurus are seen as being in a different social class than the viewers. Another theory about the 

role as an opinion leader is that they are the first to have new products (Solomon et al 2006). To 

find out beauty gurus in fact are seen as the “first-movers” the interviewees were asked if they find 

beauty gurus to be innovative. Four of the interviewees believe that gurus are innovative “I believe 

that beauty gurus are very innovative. There are always new makeup trends, beauty "hacks", and 

unique looks to view on YouTube. The creativity is incredible.” The ability to continue to be 

innovative and creative when creating content to YouTube does seem to be important among the 

viewers and could also be strengthening the gurus’ position as opinion leaders. One interviewee 

implied that the element of innovation could in fact be obligatory as viewers would otherwise loose 

interest. “They definitely have a different way to promote a product than a commercial. They 

constantly have to come up with new ideas so that the viewers do not get bored, so in a way, yes.” 

Innovation could therefore be said to be something that strengthens the beauty gurus’ position as 

opinion leaders but also something that is equally requirement for them to sustain relevant to the 

viewers.   

Theories about opinion leaders also states that they function in communication situation known as 

the two-step-flow. The mass media influences the opinion leaders, who then in turn influence those 

who follow their advice (Solomon et al. 2006). The results from the qualitative interviews suggest 

that a different flow is present in case of YouTube beauty gurus. Several of the interviewees stated 

that they thought that the beauty gurus have had an effect on the beauty industry, as opposed to the 

other way around. “They were speaking for the people and then the makeup industry could kind of 

take that feedback and make better products.” Some of the interviewees did in fact believe that the 

beauty gurus are influencing what happens in the beauty industry. “I think that they kind of 

influence what products are being made by the beauty industry.” The interviewees supported this 

claim by explaining that the opinion leaders i.e. the beauty gurus are better at identifying consumer 

needs than the beauty industry. “I think that the beauty industry does not really know what people 

want until these beauty gurus started becoming more popular”. The notion that beauty gurus are 

more attune with the consumers’ needs could mean that they are more able to guide and stimulate 

them by using incisive content. The beauty gurus’ comprehension of consumer needs could be seen 

as an instrument to sway viewers in a certain direction but also as a potentially valuable source of 

information for the beauty industry. The actual impact that the beauty gurus have on the beauty 

industry could be the seeding of trends that the industry then reacts to.  “I also think that they have 
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encouraged makeup use and inspire trends.” Another effect that the beauty gurus seem to have is 

the overall acceptance of wearing more makeup. Their role as opinion leaders could be seen as an 

authorization of certain behaviors that become increasingly acceptable among viewer. “There is this 

trend and then it becomes more acceptable to have a really bright patch of eyeshadow on your face 

basically. And that seems to be okay, because that is what everyone is doing.” The gurus seem to 

have the ability to not only inspire trends but also to define and normalize certain styles. “It became 

more acceptable to wear false lashes every day for example, or to have a full face of makeup with a 

bright eye makeup less surprising.” Their roles as opinion leaders seems to make them able to 

conventionalize certain fashions making them a powerful tool for marketing new styles or products 

on the market. One interviewees comment supports this claim “I think that they are a phenomenal 

way to market and sell products in this time, especially with people not reading printed sources or 

ads or skipping commercials.” Another interviewee questioned the positivity in the gurus ‘ability to 

function as marketers for products “Beauty corporations are taking note of this, hence the increase 

of sponsorships on YouTube.” This does make a point of the possible dangers of becoming too 

connected to the commercial world. An increase in sponsorships could have negative consequences 

for the beauty gurus, as it was previously established that sponsored content was something that the 

viewers founds should be limited in order for the beauty gurus to sustain their credibility. Despite 

their desirability to the commercial world as opinion leaders the beauty gurus should moderate the 

association with companies as it could otherwise prove to have drawbacks of on their perceived 

credibility. According to the interviewees the beauty gurus are currently still perceived as being an 

independent source. When asked if they believe that the purpose of beauty videos was to sell 

products all of the interviewees said no; “No because they do not benefit from products being sold.” 

Most of the interviewees were confident that the beauty gurus do not have financial an ulterior 

motive when creating videos. One interviewee did however acknowledge that the videos might lead 

to consumption, but insisted that this was not the indigenous purpose “No, but I think that is a 

major outcome”. Even if the viewers are aware of the effect that the beauty gurus have of consumer 

behavior this does not act as an impediment as long as the viewers are convinced that it is not the 

objective of the videos. 

Partial conclusion 

 

The beauty gurus’ role as opinion leaders seems to be predominantly monomorphic, because their 

credibility as experts on other areas is deficient. However, for some viewers the beauty gurus’ taste 
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in other aspects seem to have an effect on their consumer behavior. It was also apparent that beauty 

gurus are able to inject new styles into the viewers. Furthermore their role as opinion leaders makes 

it possible for them to change attitudes towards certain fashions and normalize certain behaviors 

among the viewers. It was also suggested that the beauty gurus are not inspired by the industry but 

the other way around. The viewers found that the beauty gurus are providing the beauty industry 

with new trends, which questions the relevance of the assumed two-step communication model. It 

was also argued that the beauty gurus are more familiar with and responsive to the consumers’ 

needs making them a possible valuable source of information for the beauty industry. The 

relationship with the beauty industry should however be done with tact as the viewers have a 

negative attitude towards the monetizing of beauty gurus.    

CONCLUSION  
 

Through the Meaning Transfer Model analysis of quantitative data, it was possible to establish 

certain patterns of an effect on consumer behavior among viewers of YouTube beauty videos. The 

sample made of the viewers, showed that 90% either sometimes, often or always buy products that 

they have seen in a YouTube beauty video. It was established, that 42% of their beauty products 

purchased within the last six month were bought after seeing them in a beauty video. Furthermore, 

possible to determine a connection between the most mentioned beauty brands in beauty videos and 

the viewers’ favorite brands. Thereby, it was identified that beauty gurus have an effect on 

consumer behavior as well as on favoritism of brands among the viewers.   

Additionally, it was attempted to create a subjective understanding of the effect that beauty gurus 

have on the viewers’ consumer behavior. It was decided to complete 5 qualitative interviews that 

should serve as empirical data for theories concerning consumer behavior. The theories that were 

included were theories about the source of the message, the message, the self, consumer 

motivations, group influence and opinion leaders. The goal of the study was to achieve a deeper 

understanding of the field, more so than the expectation of a definite truth.  

When analyzing the beauty guru as the source of the message, it became evident that the beauty 

gurus create a friend-like connection with their viewers through the sharing of personal information. 

The bond that was established was found as a reason to why the viewers continue to watch the 
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videos. It was also revealed that the personal relationship that the gurus created with the viewers 

had an effect on the memory of products that were mentioned in the videos, compared to those that 

were not mentioned – hereby creating an added value for the brands that are included in the beauty 

videos. Likewise, a connection between the beauty gurus’ level of skills and the perceived 

credibility of the beauty gurus, was established. It became apparent too, that sponsored content 

could have a negative effect on the credibility of the beauty gurus. Yet, certain precautions, such as 

increased transparency, could be made by the beauty guru in order to avoid a damaging effect on 

the perceived credibility.  

The analysis of the message of the beauty videos exposed a specific desire for explicit product 

information among the viewers, which might be a need that the beauty industry is inattentive to; this 

might be a field that companies in the beauty industries could benefit from through further 

exploration. It was also identified that a balanced mixture of entertainment value and product 

information creates positive effects on the viewers. The use of the two-sided argument had a 

positive effect on the viewers, especially when more expensive products were compared to cheaper 

alternatives, as they give the viewers the feeling that they are saving money. It was further 

demonstrated that the beauty videos are able to simplify the process of purchasing beauty products 

for the viewers; the results showed that the viewers strongly rely on the advice given in the beauty 

videos when purchasing their beauty products. The reason for the dependence on the beauty gurus’ 

was found in the viewers lack of overview of the assortment of beauty products available on the 

market along with the perceived credibility of the beauty gurus as a source of product information. 

It was also clear that the watching of beauty videos create expectations about the products that are 

featured. The expectations created through the beauty videos are later used in the viewers’ 

screening and selection of beauty products.   

When exploring the viewers’ self in connection to beauty videos, the results suggested that the 

viewers select gurus who are similar to them. The results further suggested, that the self-esteem of 

some viewers was affected negatively from watching beauty videos. The reason seemed to be the 

self-comparison process that is triggered when watching beauty videos, albeit viewers with more 

fluctuating self-esteem seemed to be more easily influenced by others. Further research showed that 

some viewers to an extent have emotional relationships with their beauty gurus, whereas others 

were more pragmatic in their approach to their beauty gurus. For some of the viewers, beauty 

products were seen as part of their identity, hereby making them more susceptible to influence.    
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The need to improve ones’ own skills was seen as a motivation for watching beauty videos, and the 

improvement that happened as a result of watching the beauty videos provided an added benefit for 

the viewers. Another motivation identified with the viewers was the need to relax. The beauty 

videos were found to have a therapeutic effect on the viewers, causing a continuous loop of 

watching.  

The need to buy the products that are featured in the beauty videos was found to adhere from the 

continuous stimulation of beauty videos. The beauty videos create the need to have the latest beauty 

products, and the viewers’ motivation to acquire the products – because of influence from beauty 

videos – was identified as strong. Additionally, it was identified that the motivation to purchase the 

beauty products shown in the videos could be encouraged even if the viewers already had products 

that they were satisfied with. Furthermore, it was revealed that products purchased on account of 

beauty videos were more satisfying to purchase than other products. For this reason, it was 

hypothesized that the continuous watching of beauty videos could directly lead to a flow of a 

pronounced consumption of beauty products.  

The influence of the other viewers of beauty videos was seen as being of informational nature, and 

strong social ties were not identified within the community. Instead, it was apparent that the loyalty 

of the viewers remained with the beauty guru. The beauty gurus’ roles as opinion leaders was for 

some viewers polymorphic, as it could also influence their consumer behavior in other directions 

than beauty products. Particularly noticeable was also the fact that the beauty gurus are able to 

define and normalize certain styles among their viewers. A seemingly comprehensive understanding 

of the viewers’ needs was identified as a reason for the beauty gurus’ roles as opinion leaders. 

However, a critique of the current two-step-communication, which is assumed to exist around 

opinion leaders, was convened. Instead, it was suggested that beauty gurus are stimulating the 

beauty industry through the inspiration of trends. Nevertheless, their relationship with the industry 

should be limited, as a monopolization of the beauty gurus would be damaging to their perceived 

credibility.  
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Suggestions for further research 
 

The results found the in the study of beauty gurus’ effect on consumer behavior could lead to 

further research within this field.  

One thought-provoking aspect of the study was the presumed effect that beauty gurus have on the 

beauty industry. The beauty gurus’ supposed familiarity with the consumer needs of the viewers 

could lead to an increased interest from the beauty industry. A closer look at the collaboration 

between the industry and the beauty gurus could perhaps expose how a structuring of this 

relationship could be utilized to create more consumer oriented products. Another aspect which 

could serve a purpose to investigate is the responsiveness of the beauty industry to the trends that 

are spurred on by beauty gurus. It could be purposeful to examine if the industry is utilizing the 

trends that are created by the beauty gurus. Potential outcome of this research could be the ability to 

establish a method for employing beauty guru created trends into the marketing of beauty products.    

Another direction for further research could be to investigate if the found practices from beauty 

gurus that have been identified as having positive effects on consumer behavior, could be applied to 

other segments. It could be relevant to examine if the same techniques be used in YouTube beauty 

videos could be used to create consumption among other consumer groups. An example could be 

the use a “handyman” as an instrument to stimulate consumption of tools among certain groups of 

consumers. This approach could potentially solidify the identified practices for creating 

consumption as universal.   
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APPENDIX 1 
Most valued qualities in YouTube beauty gurus  

Extracted from online questionnaire
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APPENDIX 2 
Viewers’ favorite beauty brands 

Extracted from questionnaire

  

APPENDIX 3 

Most mentioned beauty brands in YouTube beauty videos 

(Source: Statista.com) 
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APPENDIX 4 

Results from quantitative research 
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APPENDIX 5 
 

Transcription of qualitative interviews 

 

How many beauty videos do you watch a week? 

Vivien: “I would say an hour to a couple of hours every day.”  

Yvonne: “I think around 70, or maybe more.”  

Rebecca: “Probably 3-15 depending on the week and length of video.” 

Emilie: “I usually watch between 3 to 5 beauty or fashion videos a day, as I am subscribed to many 

YouTubers who post regularly.” 

Joanna: “I would say I watch beauty related videos 14 times a week or 2 videos a day probably.”  

For what reasons do you watch YouTube beauty videos? 

Vivien: “I think it is my hobby. For my interest, it is really relaxing and also to find out more about 

different products and for reviews and techniques.”   

Yvonne: “I watch them because I also want to become a pro makeup artist, so YouTube is like my 

mini school until I have the right time to actually enroll in a beauty school.”  

Rebecca: “I like learning about new products, figuring out which products to purchase, learning 

new techniques and styles, following gurus, and just to relax and watch something fun.”   

Emilie: “I personally really enjoy watching the transformation and how products and a good 

technique can change your physical appearance. Most of the time I won’t recreate the look, I just 

watch the video as a routine and because I like the person who made it. It’s kind of like watching a 

movie, but it doesn’t take as long so you can easily squeeze it into your day.” 

Joanna: “Besides the obvious reason; to learn the many techniques and applications of beauty 

practices, watching beauty videos on YouTube is a source of relaxation to me. There is something 

very therapeutic about watching someone take their time with their passions. The best way I can 
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explain it is that it is like watching an artist transform a blank sheet in to a work of art or watching 

someone make something beautiful from colors and textures.”  

What do you like about YouTube beauty gurus? 

Vivien: “I like that they are very bubbly. Their technique is usually in a different league from what 

you see in your daily life. They are even better than a lot of makeup artists that I know. -And also 

the honesty when they are reviewing products. -And sometimes just looking at the way they do their 

makeup, or at their makeup collection. -And they also have a very friendly way of talking that 

makes you feel like you know them. It is like you are hearing a friend talking. They share a lot of 

details about their lives; about their pets, about their family. Or about other things that may not be 

related to the channel. Some things that are quite personal. I do not really see that kind of 

connection in the other kinds of videos, like if you watch entertainment videos or gaming videos on 

YouTube, they do not attempt to talk like they are your friends, so I think that is something that is 

very interesting for the beauty videos.”  

Yvonne: “Well, I like that they have the same love and passion for makeup as me. It really helps 

watching someone who is good at makeup. I mean, I learn a lot that I did not know.”  

Rebecca: “I like that there are so many. You can really find a variety of personalities and styles that 

attract your interests. For example, there are people I watch for being funny, informative, cynical, 

light-hearted, professional, honest, or just aesthetically appealing.” 

Emilie: “I like beauty gurus when their personality is not the “standard” beauty guru personality. 

For example, I watch KathleenLights because she has a very funny and down-to-earth personality 

even though she has more than 2 million subscribers. Nowadays, so many people want to be part of 

the beauty community that it ends up with everyone doing the same thing, so I like to look for new 

perspectives.” 

Joanna: “I like the positive nature of the videos. Also depending on the type of beauty videos; in 

some cases it almost feels like hanging out with someone you are friends with or someone you know 

you would really get along with.  

Is the matter of good taste important to you? 
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Vivien: “Yes, definitely. I would not connect to them if they had a different taste in makeup or even 

in other things not related to makeup. Maybe the way their room is decorated. Or even things like 

their skin color. Or would not see any point in watching a beauty video of a guru with much darker 

skin because the products that she is using would not even be relevant to me. Like the bronzer, the 

blusher; nothing would be relevant, so I think that we have to have a lot of things in common.”  

Yvonne: “Yes, I mean if they did not have good taste I would not really believe their opinion.” 

Rebecca: “Yes. I really do not like watching people who are mean to other YouTubers or 

commenters, and I do not like people who are rude or snobby in their videos. Also, some semblance 

of genuineness is important to me.” 

Emilie: “I believe we all have different taste, so I wouldn’t blame a YouTuber for creating a look 

that I wouldn’t personally wear. I enjoy both everyday makeup tutorials and crazy bright tutorials 

that I would probably never wear. Similar taste is obviously a reason that would make a subscriber 

stay, but if it is different from time to time it’s definitely not a reason for me to unsubscribe, if that 

makes sense.” 

Joanna: “In many aspects: yes. I can appreciate that what may be appealing to me, may be hideous 

to someone else, but I know what I like and what I consider "good taste".  Therefore, I choose to 

follow people that adhere to a similar outlook on beauty in regards to what is appealing.”  

What do you not like about YouTube beauty gurus? 

Vivien: “Yes. The “hi guys” “hello everybody”. You know that awfully fake enthusiasm, it is kind of 

annoying when every video is like that. Or when they go on and on and on about something that is 

not relevant to what the video is supposed to be about and it goes on for way too long like more 

than five minutes. When they are talking about having their hair cut or that they have been to the 

hairdresser and it was cut wrong and that they do not like it. It does not come across as very 

professional when they do that. But of course that is also part of being relatable. So they have to 

balance between being professional and being relatable. And also I do not like how they hype new 

products all the time. Like everything new is good, you must go and get it. And when the hype 

passes, a few months down the road nobody ever talks about those products anymore. And if you 

have gotten it, then you are just left feeling “oh”. So now the hype has died down and I am left with 

this product that I may not really need or want. But I got it because everyone said that it was good; 
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because of the hype. And also when a lot of them do reviews on very high-end stuff that more people 

want to be able to afford. I mean, they are sent those things because they are professional, because 

they need those things or because they can afford them. But it is kind of annoying to see really 

expensive things that keep being focused on. If that happens too regularly, I would actually 

unsubscribe from that channel.”  

Yvonne: “When they only do it for the free stuff and they do not care so much about teaching the 

skills they know. Sometimes I think you can tell if they only do it to be famous or something”  

Rebecca: “I do not like gurus who are dishonest or endorse products for money that are clearly 

terrible. Or who are dishonest or do not disclose sponsored content or affiliate programs.” 

Emilie: “What I usually dislike about beauty gurus is when they promote a product they only half 

believe in. It is really hard to tell when a YouYuber is promoting something because they are being 

paid for it, or if they do it because they actually like the product. For example, I would watch a 

“Month favorites” video from a beauty guru, mentioning a very specific product, and say “oh cool, 

I might have a look at that!” and then I’d watch another month favorites from another beauty guru 

and see that she talks about that exact same product with the same description, and at that moment 

I just get that feeling of being lied to. Did they mention it because they BOTH love this product or 

did they both get extra dollars for mentioning it? Hard to tell the difference! I know it is their job, 

though, so obviously you would expect some promoted stuff on their channel, but sometimes it is 

just obvious that it did not come from them and that is irritating. For example, when Nikkie 

Tutorials or MissTiffanyMa mentioned before a makeup tutorial that we (the viewers) should go 

and check out the game “bestfieds” or whatever it is called on the app store, I just thought to 

myself “Damn, they are not even trying to make it smooth, they just mentioned it on their video like 

they mentioned the name of their foundation.” 

Joanna: “I tend to dislike beauty gurus who treat their followers as a monetary source, or as 

something to capitalize on. By that I mean, beauty gurus who do sponsorships as their main 

content.  

How would you describe your relationship with YouTube beauty gurus? 

Vivien: “I would like them to be between a friend and a celebrity, they definitely are not like me. It 

really depends on the channel that you are watching; how many subscribers do they have? -If they 
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have a small channel you get a reply when you post a comment. They can be very friendly and they 

are more on the same level as a friend. But if they have millions of subscribers then they are 

obviously more like a celebrity. You know that if you if you post a comment, nobody is going to read 

it and you might not get any replies. But I do not prefer smaller channels, because the quality of 

smaller channels is usually not that good. The lighting, the camera, the way they speak is not on a 

professional level yet. They might be at a loss for words, their eyes might be out of focus, and the 

lighting might be really bad. That would be my biggest problem with the smaller channels. The 

thing about the bigger channels is that you see why they are more popular. The gurus are more 

confident, they know what they are talking about, the lighting is good, everything is clear and it is 

in HD. It is more like an amateur video or a TV production kind of thing.”   

Yvonne: “I think it is very good. I learn so much from them and I love the way they explain things, 

so you really get what they mean.”  

Rebecca: “It is like a combination of a news anchor, a critic, and a reality TV show all about 

beauty. They are also an excellent source of ideas, tips and techniques.” 

Emilie: “Well, it’s hard to describe, I watch some of my favorite YouTubers religiously as soon as 

they upload, so I guess there is something in them that makes me come back all the time. But 

obviously, I cannot say that there is more than a YouTuber-subscriber relationship, as I know them 

but they don’t know me. They would usually put a lot of information about themselves with videos 

like “meet my boyfriend” or “50 facts about me”, so it kind of helps visualizing the type of person 

you are watching – but obviously I cannot say that I know them as friends.” 

Joanna: My relationship is simply that I am the viewer, and they are the entertainer. In the same 

way that I go on HBO to watch Game of Thrones, I go on YouTube to watch Lauren Curtis. 

In which category would you place your favorite beauty guru? (Friend – acquaintance – role 

model - celebrity) 

Vivien: “I think they are somewhere in-between a friend and a celebrity – But again, it depends on 

which channel you are watching. Some are more personal than others when talking.”  

Yvonne: “I think some of them are like role models to me. Mostly because they have all the skills 

that I want to have and wish I had” 
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Rebecca: “I would say celebrity. I do not actually personally know anyone in real life that I follow, 

and I do not really idolize them. For the most part, they are real people whose job is to put on a 

show for viewers; it is not reality, and not everything should be taken at face-value in terms of what 

viewers see.” 

Emilie: “I would describe my favorite beauty guru as someone who could potentially be my friend 

in real life, like if we met, but that is quite a big statement! Friendship has to go both ways and I 

cannot be 100% that this person would have me as a friend. There are so many criteria to make a 

friendship work and I believe there is much more to what I see on videos, so I will never know; 

maybe it is a completely different person in real life compared to on social media, which would not 

surprise me because, well, social media, and I would not like her “real life” personality. However, 

successful YouTubers are definitely not celebrities. It is an awkward position because everyone 

knows you, but not really. You are “famous” enough to be stopped every day about a hundred times 

but you are not as famous as an actress or a singer, for example. I could assimilate the “role 

model” position, as I like the idea that with YouTube, you usually come from nothing and do 

something with your passion.” 

Joanna: “Based on my previous answer, I would classify them as celebrities.”  

Do you feel that beauty gurus create a fantasy world or are they a representation of the real 

world? 

Vivien: “I do not think it is fantasy. I see that they are real people, with problems, and issues. I do 

not get the feeling that they are living such a fantastic life unless they are really wealthy. Some of 

them may be. But most of them are quite down to earth. They know the struggles of their 

subscribers and they talk about how much something cost and whether it is worth the money. So it 

gives you the feeling like; they are real people too. So I would say that it is somewhere in-between.”    

Yvonne: “I do not know. Sometimes it does seem like they are pretty perfect. But then they also 

show you another side. And they tell you something that is really relatable, so you know they are 

not just YouTubers.” 

Rebecca: “I think it is reality as much as most reality TV shows and news programs. Meaning, 

videos are based on reality, but not everything is just as it seems and has external and calculated 

motivation. There is heavy editing and a method to putting forward entertainment that gains 
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viewers, fame and money. That being said, I think viewers can sense when a guru is totally off-base, 

and just totally off in a fantasy world.” 

Emilie: “Sometimes I think that they do show clothes or makeup that would not work in real life. 

Like some of the things they show looks good in the video but I would never wear it to Uni. They do 

have a lot of things that I think the viewers dream of also having, but then they are also really down 

to earth.” 

Joanna: “Beauty gurus do not create a fantasy, nor do they represent the world we live in. They 

merely provide resourceful outlets to those individuals who value certain things in their lives. So in 

a way, they simply represent a certain facet of life.”  

What does the opinion of your favorite beauty guru mean to you? 

Vivien: “Very important actually! It will influence whether I buy or try a certain product, or a 

certain makeup technique.”   

Yvonne: “It means a lot because that way I learn what is good and what is not. Like both in terms 

of products and how to use them.” 

Rebecca: “When certain gurus endorse a product, that is usually an indication that I should look 

into that product further; by reading other reviews and watching other gurus discuss. In terms of 

opinions about life, perhaps when I was younger, I would have really cared and considered gurus’ 

opinions, but being an adult; and largely the same age or older than many gurus, I enjoy listening 

to them out of curiosity rather than being influenced by them. However, when a guru has a strong, 

negative or biased or just ridiculous opinion, that can really turn me off from that guru.” 

Emilie: “It depends on their opinion on what, of course. If it is an opinion on a product coming out 

soon, I would listen to what they have to say, but it does not always mean I would follow exactly 

what they do. Beauty gurus are getting a lot of products for free, sometimes very expensive 

products, so I can imagine that their standards are different from my standards. They probably say 

they did not like a specific product because it was not as good as the more expensive one, and that 

is probably true, but it does not mean that I am going to rush to Sephora and get the mentioned 

product because she said I had to get it. And obviously, you have to take into consideration the 

differences between you and the beauty guru, maybe they have dry skin and you have oily skin, so 

you do not always have to have the same opinion as your favorite beauty guru.” 
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Joanna: “It means a great deal. As I said before I choose to follow beauty gurus who have a similar 

taste in fashion, beauty and lifestyle as me, and therefore I trust that they would enjoy the same 

products that I would. So if a beauty guru I followed were to say a certain product is trash, I would 

blacklist that product in my personal life!”  

Do you think that you and your favorite beauty guru have similar styles? 

Vivien: “No, yeah not at all but I would like to be similar, but I am not. But we definitely have the 

same taste in fashion and colors.”  

Yvonne: “Yes I do. I usually like everything that she is showing and also wearing. And I would also 

buy the same products that she is using. I really rely on her taste in a lot of things.”  

Rebecca: “Not really. I like variety! But I have tried out styles or techniques influenced by them.” 

Emilie: “Definitely not. They are influencers, so people buy what they wear most of the time. And 

most of the time it looks good, but it is definitely not appropriate for all lifestyles. People like 

beauty gurus for their creativity and their personality, so they get out of the box on a daily basis, 

but I do not necessarily have the occasion to wear a bright metallic blue makeup or a deep V-neck 

swimsuit with a maxi skirt at Uni, no. There is so much more than content for me to watch a video. 

Of course content is important, but even if I do not necessarily like what they wear, I would still 

look for the way they edited the video.” 

Joanna: “Yes, I specifically look for beauty gurus that I can connect with beauty-wise. It is like how 

online dating works. You see the picture, you arrange to meet them, you stick through a date and if 

you have enough in common you will see them again!”  

Do you follow the advice of one particular beauty guru or is it more sporadical? 

Vivien: “For some products, when a lot of them are raving about the same product, then I will 

definitely try it. But if I were looking for something and my favorite YouTuber is raving about it, 

then I would try it too.  But if I were not looking for something and all of them are raving about it 

then I would try it too.”   

Yvonne: “I do have some that I follow religiously; I never miss one of their videos. But I also like 

watching other channels. Sometimes I will find one that I did not know and they are really good.”   
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Rebecca: “I think it is more sporadical.” 

Emilie: “I do follow several YouTubers, and I think it depends on who makes videos that are 

relevant to me.” 

Joanna: “I follow the ones I find relevant, and who are similar in taste to me.” 

How do you identify with beauty gurus? 

Vivien: “I feel like I like YouTubers who are more similar to me. The same kind of humor, watching 

the same kind of shows, similar taste in makeup, clothes and everything.”   

Yvonne: “I think we have the same passion for makeup and that really makes me feel connected to 

her, I mean, I do not have that same thing with most of my friends, they are not that into makeup 

stuff.” 

Rebecca: “I think I mentioned it before, but they seem to me like a combination of a news anchor, a 

product critic, and a reality TV character. Also, sometimes I feel like they are a makeup consultant; 

but obviously one-sided.” 

Emilie: “I see them as teachers, but not really. Maybe like a big sister who shows you how to do 

your makeup, but a big sister who does not know you and that you also do not 100% know either.” 

Joanna: “I identify with their appreciation of beauty as a form of self-expression and personal 

reward.”  

How important is attractiveness in a beauty guru for you? 

Vivien: “I think it is very important that she is beautiful.”  

Yvonne: “To me, it is not important whatsoever.”  

Rebecca: “Well…I do feel attractiveness is relative, and can be about different things: physicality, 

personality, reality, content, opinions, professionalism, skills and so on. So I suppose using a broad 

definition of attractiveness is important to me. And I am drawn to a variety of gurus for different 

traits and characteristics.” 

Emilie: “We all have our flaws, so I would say a beauty guru does not have to look like Angelina 

Jolie to be a beauty guru. And there are so many people watching, so there is definitely someone 
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who will find him or her attractive anyway. It is definitely not a decisive criteria; what I like to see 

is when they love what they do and when I click with their personality.” 

Joanna: “I like the look and application of makeup on a symmetrical and appealing face. So in this 

way, I would say I subconsciously gravitate towards, in my subjective opinion, attractive 

individuals.”  

How attractive would you say that your favorite beauty guru is? (1-10) 

Vivien: “Nine or eight.”  

Yvonne: “I believe my two favorite beauty gurus are both a score of ten” 

Rebecca: “10! But for different reasons – no one is totally without flaws too and how those are used 

or portrayed by the guru can even make a guru more appealing.” 

Emilie: “Since attractiveness is subjective, and I love my favorite YouTubers’ personality, I would 

say 10, easily. But she might not be a 10 for everyone, I just like the way she is on camera, and how 

she enhances her natural features.” 

Joanna: “My favorite beauty guru is a nine in my opinion. She has many qualities that I consider 

appealing.”  

Do you feel that more attractive beauty gurus are better at doing makeup? 

Vivien: “It would appear so. Because the makeup looks better on them, that is what I realized. The 

makeup always looks better when they are prettier and then you feel like they are better at makeup. 

Maybe when they have flawless skin and very proportionate eyes it is much easier for them to do 

their makeup.”  

Yvonne: “No, in my opinion, attractive has nothing to do with skills”.  

Emilie: “No way, there is no correlation between being attractive and being good at makeup. Some 

very attractive people have no idea how to put makeup on, and some less attractive people might 

know more about makeup than you will ever know!” 

Joanna: “Not necessarily, but having a symmetrical face does showcase makeup in a more 

aesthetically pleasing manner. I think many would consider symmetry as attractiveness.”  
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Do you prefer attractive beauty gurus over non-attractive ones? 

Vivien: “Yes.”  

Yvonne: “Attractiveness is not really important to me, what matters to me personally is their 

personality and their makeup skills.”  

Rebecca: “Yes, but again using my broad definition from before.” 

Emilie: “I would love to say no, but unfortunately that would be lying. YouTube has that miniature 

image that preview a bit of the video, and that is basically what makes me decide whether I will 

watch it or not. Obviously, there are some exceptions, like some less attractive beauty gurus make 

me laugh at every single video and they have a good technique so I will watch them for sure! But 

most of the time, I would say attractiveness counts as a first impression, unfortunately.” 

Joanna: “I do not have a strong enough opinion to completely dismiss more, subjectively, 

unattractive gurus, because I do follow gurus I do not consider attractive and that I just appreciate 

for their art form and how talented they are. Even though I do think that attractive beauty gurus 

have an advantage. ”  

Would you prefer videos that focus on the beauty product or the beauty guru? 

Vivien: “I think that the product is definitely more important.”   

Yvonne: “I believe in both. Both are really important to me when watching videos”. 

Rebecca: “I like both. I like when channels have a variety of products, looks, tutorials or other guru 

related content.” 

Emilie: “I would say a bit of both. Let me explain. If you only focus a video on a specific product, 

and every beauty guru out there were reviewing this product, then you would have 10000000 videos 

about that one product, which is unnecessary and would get boring over time. But if you focus the 

video on just the beauty guru, like her life details, then I would find it a bit uncomfortable to know 

so much about someone who has no idea I exist; it is like creeping on them, and it is also 

unnecessary. If it were as easy as telling your life story, then everyone would be a beauty guru 

today! So I definitely want a product-focused video, because that is their main job, but I want them 
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to tell me their way, their thinking, their interpretation of it, so that it is unique and no one can copy 

that.” 

Joanna: “I look for both. I like knowing who I am watching if I am going to be watching so much of 

their content. You start to wonder who the other person behind the screen is. It is the same reason 

why I like to search for celebrity interviews.”  

What do you think should be the main focus in a YouTube beauty video? 

Vivien: “Products should be the focus.” 

Yvonne: “I think it should be about teaching their skills to the ones watching, I mean, that is at 

least why I watch them.”    

Rebecca: “Entertainment and education.” 

Emilie: “I believe a YouTube video should either be informative regarding a product coming out 

soon, or entertaining like vlogs showing what is good to do in a city or country.” 

Joanna: “The main focus should be the beauty related item, or application. Most of the time, I 

follow beauty gurus for their demonstration of certain beauty techniques or looks and I follow their 

vlog channels if I am looking to watch any of their other content that does not revolve around the 

beauty part.” 

What do you think of beauty videos that have a lot of product information? 

Vivien: “Good, very good. I feel that a lot of them do not actually know about the ingredients, the 

manufacturing process, and that is kind of sad, because all they are looking at is maybe the 

packaging, the hype, the brand and not really the product itself.”   

Yvonne: “I really love it because you learn so much about the product. And I really want to know, 

like how to use it, how does it look and so on” 

Rebecca: “I like them, especially when I am looking for specific products or product info; as long 

as it seems honest and not just raving about every product ever. Also a personal pet peeve is when a 

guru does not list the products used. I want to know other than just listening, so that I can look 

things up, or skip to a certain product’s performance. Also, I think it is important to credit products 

for business.” 
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Emilie: “I think it is important that there is enough information about the product, but it has to be 

consistent with the type of channel of course. For example, if the beauty channel is specialized in 

vegan products, then it is important to inform which are and which are not. But I would say not too 

much information either, like, I do not necessarily want to know every single ingredient, but a more 

general description and review of the product.” 

Joanna: “I think it is a great subcategory of beauty related videos! Product reviews or 

demonstrations are awesome for those looking to learn about more information regarding a certain 

product.”  

How important are the skills of a beauty guru? 

Vivien: “The techniques and makeup skills are very important.”  

Yvonne: “Very important. I mean, if she is not good at doing makeup, then I cannot really learn 

anything from her.”  

Rebecca: “Very, but skills can be in many different areas, for example reviews, comparisons, 

entertainment, application of makeup or style.” 

Emilie: “Skills are very important, especially for a beauty guru! But as any other job, working for 

YouTube does not mean you are exempt from having no skills. You obviously still need to have 

something to share, otherwise you cannot claim to be a “makeup channel” if you have no 

knowledge. But of course, everyone’s opinion is different; once again, I might like something that 

another person would not. However, I do expect a minimum of knowledge and skills when I look for 

a beauty channel. It is like going into a piano shop; I would expect the salesperson to know a bit 

about it! So in a way, I would expect beauty gurus to have skills very close to a professional, 

because it is supposedly their passion.” 

Joanna: “Very important, I would be too frustrated watching someone not doing the one thing I am 

watching them for right.”  

Do you believe that your own makeup skills become better when watching beauty videos? 

Vivien: “They do not, unless you practice, definitely. They will if you practice based on what you 

have seen but if you do not practice then they will not get better.”    
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Yvonne: “Yes, I really think that I have improved since I started watching beauty videos. I have 

totally learned some new tips and tricks.” 

Rebecca: “Yes! I have learned so much from YouTube; there is so much more content and a wide 

variety of info out now as opposed to when I was younger, when I was relying on package insert 

cartoons or the one person who happens to help you at a store.” 

Emilie: “Watching videos definitely helps me understand the theory, but it does not mean I will 

master the art of makeup after watching ten of those tutorial videos! It takes practice and I do not 

practice as much as beauty gurus! So I kind of know what to do, but not as good as them, which is 

understandable” 

Joanna: “Over time, I use the techniques and "lessons" I learn from YouTube beauty gurus in my 

own personal beauty life. I absorb a lot of information that I learn from the videos and therefore I 

use it to my advantage when I am doing beauty related things.” 

What things do you not enjoy seeing in beauty videos? 

Vivien: “When it is a sponsored video! When it is not related at all to beauty stuff, like when they 

are just chatting about a job or their family or something like that. If they have a haul video, those I 

am usually not so interest in.”   

Yvonne: “What I really do not like is if a person seems arrogant or really into herself.”  

Rebecca: “A guru being a mean or rude person or talking about situations in which they were this 

way, blatantly lying, hearing uneducated opinions or misinformation especially about products, 

ingredient safety, mental health or politics. A guru promoting dangerous practices; like “hello 

using suction to plump - or more likely bruise lips, using the nature fallacy; I mean please, citrus is 

not meant for your skin”. A guru positively endorsing every single product always, having 

sponsored videos about products that you can tell they do not really like or are unrelated to their 

interests or channel, or just having poor transparency like unspecified sponsorships or affiliate 

programs.” 

Emilie: “I would say the same as what I do not like about beauty gurus, like when you cannot tell if 

they really like a product or if they are just getting paid to say that it is good.” 
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Joanna: “Product placement and it solely being featured for the purpose of it being a sponsorship 

or endorsed video.” 

What do you think of beauty videos that compare different products to each other? 

Vivien: “I like that, it is very helpful.”   

Yvonne: “I personally think it is a good idea because it gives you different options. Especially if 

one product is really expensive and they show you a cheaper one that is maybe just as good”  

Rebecca: “I like them! It can really help narrow down the selection and save you money.” 

Emilie: “I enjoy those that show a comparison of high-end to drugstore priced beauty products – if 

I am planning on buying a product, I like to see if it is worth the price or if there is a cheaper 

alternative.” 

Joanna: “It is smart. They know that people follow them because they trust their opinions of 

products, and therefore their audience would believe them if they said one product is better than the 

other.”  

Do you enjoy learning about personal details about the beauty gurus? 

Vivien: “Yes, I do. But not too much! And it has to be entertaining. Interesting stories, like I do not 

want to hear where they went to school or what they got in school. I am not even interested in that 

with my own friends so why would I be interested in that.” 

Yvonne: “Yes, I think it makes me feel more connected and have a more personal experience with 

each guru when they also talk about their lives. You kind of feel like you know them.” 

Rebecca: “Yes, as long as it is reasonable and seems honest.” 

Emilie: “It is always good to know who is talking to you, but I am not dying to know every detail of 

their lives.” 

Joanna: “Yes, sometimes it is nice learning about the person you are watching so much!” 

Do you feel like watching beauty videos is a way of escaping your daily routine?  
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Vivien: “Yes, it is very relaxing. You kind of get into a routine of watching them. And although you 

have watched this person put on her foundation 100 times, just watching it is very therapeutic. It 

calms you down somehow.” 

Yvonne: “Yes. As a mother of two small children, it really helps out. Sometimes it is like the reward 

for finishing with my daily house chores.”   

Rebecca: “I think it adds to my daily routine, teaches me things, entertains, and relaxes” 

Emilie: “Yes, it is a way of using my spare time after Uni, before studying, or before going to 

sleep!” 

Joanna: “In many ways, yes. I work an office job that is 8 – 5 on a desk glued to a laptop. I almost 

always like to have one headphone plugged in to play beauty videos in the background. As I said, it 

is a form of relaxation to me”  

Do you buy products that are recommended to you by beauty gurus? 

Vivien: “Yes, definitely.”  

Yvonne: “Yes I do.” 

Rebecca: “Yes, but I usually also do much research on my own before making big purchases. I 

usually check out multiple reviews, and I really like seeing and testing things out in person to see 

how it will react or look on my coloring because I have sensitive skin.” 

Emilie: “I do tend to be tempted unconsciously, I would say. I usually try not to buy what they 

recommend and just make do with what I have, but it would be a lie if I tell you I never bought 

something that has been recommended in a video.”  

Joanna: “I have in the past. Not right after hearing them talking about it, but if I am at a store and 

need to pick up a new mascara, I always think back to what my favorite beauty gurus 

recommended.”  

What makes you buy products that are recommended by beauty gurus? 
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Vivien: “Curiosity! Yeah that is a big factor. When they are like “this is really good” and you are 

wondering: how good is it actually! And then I have to get it just to try it and see if it is really that 

good. Even if I may already have a product that I really like.”   

Yvonne: “First it is performance; if it looks good in the video, then I will try it. Second, it is the 

application; if it looks like it is easy to use and looks good on the skin, then I think I want it too. And 

third, it is how much they like it. Because if they really like it then I know I will too.  

Rebecca: “Multiple positive reviews, being good quality or good looking or working well on my 

skin.” 

Emilie: “I guess I am convinced by what I see, the before/after using the product, or I just trust the 

beauty guru, so I would give it a go if it is a cheaper alternative than what I have for next time.” 

Joanna: “The fact that I trust their taste and what works for them; if I follow a girl who has oily skin 

and she says a certain product works for her, I will get that product next time because I have oily 

skin.” 

Do you enjoy buying recommended products more than products you buy for other reasons? 

Vivien: “I do not even buy products that are not recommended anymore. I would not want to go 

and waste my money on something that I do not even know is good or not.”   

Yvonne: “Yes, because if I buy something that I have seen in a video, then I already have an idea of 

how that product works. And I am also pretty sure I will not be disappointed.” 

Rebecca: “Well…I like getting recommendations from somewhere or someone and sometimes it is 

outside of gurus; like from reading blogs, or from my dermatologist or something. And I really like 

trying things out myself. But I do really enjoy the accessibility of having so many reviews, especially 

while on a more limited budget and as there are so many bad or misleading products out there.”  

Emilie: “Not necessarily. I enjoy buying products in general, but who does not? But it is true that I 

trust a product more that has been mentioned than a product I have never heard of.”  

Joanna: “Yes, it feels like a safety blanket. I know that if I am spending a good amount of money on 

something, I will enjoy it and that it will be worth it. Sometimes, there is the off chance that I will 
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try something that absolutely does not work for me, which is why I make sure I only buy 

recommended items when I really do need a product.”  

Do you feel like beauty videos make you buy more beauty products than you otherwise would 

have? 

Vivien: “Of course! If you did not see the reviews of those products then you would not buy them. 

And they really expose you to a lot of products that you did not know existed. They may not be 

available in my country but I would get them to ship it over to my country because I want the 

product.”   

Yvonne: “No, I do not think so.”  

Rebecca: “I probably buy more expensive things, but I buy less junky or bad products, I think it is a 

quality over quantity type of deal. It often stops me from buying something that looks really cool in 

an ad or on the shelf impulsively, but has encouraged me to look into more high-end products.” 

Emilie: “Yes! It is very bad, but when I think about it and look at all the things I have bought 

because of YouTube, it definitely had an influence on what I bought.” 

Joanna: “Yes, you get addicted to the idea of "there's always a better product" or keeping up with 

the newest trends.” 

Would you find it hard to choose beauty products without the advice of the beauty gurus? 

Vivien: “Yes. It is really intimidating when you are at the store and there are all of these products 

and you have no idea about any of them. It helps to simplify the choosing process. You can go like 

“oh yeah she said this one was really good, I remember, so I am going to try this one”. It is 

easier.” 

Yvonne: “I do not like buying things without some type of review either from bloggers or Makeup 

Alley, because I have purchased way too many bad products that do not work well, do not last, or 

are just not great quality.”    

Emilie: “If they did not exist, I would probably do the way I did before; just read the reviews on the 

internet before buying, and check for myself, stay away from too expensive products, and so on. But 
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it kind of became a habit to check reviews on YouTube, just because it is a visual review, and they 

tend to describe in a better way how the product is acting on you. 

Joanna: “Yes. There was a time when I had no idea beauty videos even existed, and all I had was 

the opinions of my friends and mother. This made it hard for me to get enough information about a 

product to make an informed choice before purchasing it.”  

Do you feel like buying the same products as your beauty guru will make you more able to 

create the same look? 

Vivien: “No I do not do that actually.”  

Yvonne: “Not really, I mean sometimes similar colors but just from a different brand can also give 

the same outcome.”  

Rebecca: “Not really, because everyone has different skin types, sensitivity, chemistry, coloring, 

preferences.” 

Emilie: “Not necessarily, I always make do with what I have that is the closest match. There are so 

many brands for one type of product that I will just try my best to stay within the range of things I 

own.” 

Joanna: “I know, that if used in together with other products, a certain product will result in a 

similar result and therefore this provides an reason for me to get a product if I liked the look 

enough.”  

Do you ever buy products that you do not need, simply because they have been recommended 

to you by a beauty guru? 

Vivien: “Yes, definitely.”  

Yvonne: “I believe that only applies with eye shadow. Because eye shadows, I can just buy and 

buy.”  

Rebecca: “It could be argued that one does not need as much makeup as I have, but I like 

collecting, having variety, and being up to date with new and innovative things. But I never 

overspend or go into debt to have a product, and return things if they do not work out.” 
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Emilie: “Well, I will not buy something random because it has been recommended, I would only 

listen to a review if I am already interested in buying the product, otherwise I would not.” 

Joanna: “No, as a college student this is not a luxury that I currently have in my life.” 

Do you believe more in a product when a beauty guru recommends it? 

Vivien: “Yes.”  

Yvonne: “When they show the performance, then yes I do.” 

Rebecca: “When it is recommended by genuine gurus, or multiple gurus; but I do know that 

everyone is different, and things work differently on different people. Also, I do know that there is a 

business side to endorsing or featuring products, and that there can be other motivations for 

recommendations.”  

Emilie: “In a way, yes. Because even though there is probably a product out there that is just as 

good as the one mentioned, I would tend to go for the one recommended simply because I heard of 

it, and heard good reviews about it.” 

Joanna: Yes, before a recommendation is made, or a bad review, I do not have much prior 

knowledge on a product and therefore would not ever consider purchasing it. This is the same 

reason I like to read reviews for items on shopping websites prior to making a purchase. 

Do you believe more in a product when it has been recommended by more than one beauty 

guru? 

Vivien: “Yes, for sure.”  

Yvonne: “Sometimes, it depends on who is recommending it. If all my favorite beauty gurus are 

talking about the same product, then I will for sure get it.” 

Rebecca: “Yes! Especially when it becomes really buzzed about, and when a variety of skin types, 

colors, and personal styles recommend it, then it seems more likely to work for a range of people. 

But again, I always try to be wary; there is a business factor at play as well.” 

Emilie: “Not if I get the feeling that they are all just talking about this product because they are 

getting paid to promote it.” 
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Joanna: “To a certain extent. On YouTube, you have to be careful because sometimes the reason 

many gurus are talking about a product is because it is a sponsorship. However, if a product is 

being talked about or used simply because it has wide spread approval then I trust that product 

more.”  

Do you think that watching beauty videos makes it easier or harder to buy beauty products? 

Vivien: “It makes it much easier.”  

Yvonne: “It makes it so much easier.”  

Rebecca: “Easier to buy better products, but harder to impulsively buy bad products.” 

Emilie: “It makes it easier, because you have a clearer idea of what to expect from this product. But 

it definitely makes it too easy to buy beauty product, the temptation is everywhere!”  

Joanna: “It makes it way easier. It is a very handy resource to use when selecting beauty items.”  

Do you feel better knowing that a lot of other people use the same products as you? Or would 

you rather have products that are unique? 

Vivien: “Yes I think when many people use the product, then you are more sure that it is actually a 

good product.”  

Yvonne: “It does not really matter; I mean as long as it works for me, I am okay with it.” 

Rebecca: “I do not care so much about being unique in what products I use, I just like knowing I 

have good quality products that look good and work well. If something is hyped up or popular, 

many times it is for a reason.” 

Emilie: “Not necessarily. Sometimes there is a hype about something that I do not like, so I do not 

really base my opinion on the fact that everyone is using that specific product.” 

Joanna: “Both. There is always the guilty pleasure in using a product that is unique to you and a 

select few, but it feels good when you can bond with other individuals over the same products.”  

Do you feel that watching many beauty videos make you more confused about what beauty 

products to buy? 

Vivien: “No not at all. The opposite actually.”  
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Yvonne: “Not really. I mean the more you watch the more you learn. So it mostly helps to watch a 

lot of them ”  

Rebecca: “No. But I definitely put more time and thought into purchases.” 

Emilie: “No. It usually helps a lot to see what product is doing what on the skin. They do tend to 

recommend a lot of things but I never really fully listen to their recommendation, because we do not 

all have time to do what they do.” 

Joanna: “No, if anything it just leaves you feeling frustrated sometimes when you simply cannot 

afford the products you wish you could buy!”  

Do you feel differently when you buy products that were not recommended?  

Vivien: “I actually only buy products that I have seen in videos or read a review about”  

Yvonne: “Yes because I already know how they perform and how they look.”  

Rebecca: “I usually have to have a very strong reason to purchase things that were not 

recommended, especially by multiple gurus. But usually, if a product is not a total dud, there are 

some people recommending it for different reasons. If it is a product that just did not have many 

reviews I feel almost like a tester, reviewer or pioneer; as silly as that sounds, maybe I will find my 

next favorite thing.” 

Emilie: “No! Sometimes I buy things out of curiosity and I would love it with or without 

recommendation!” 

Joanna: “Yes. If a product has not been recommended, there are no good or any reviews online, and 

no one that I personally know and trust uses the product, then I feel skeptical about a product and 

its functionality.”  

Do you feel like beauty products are part of your identity? 

Vivien: “I would not go that far, it is a hobby I guess.”  

Yvonne: “Not really, I mean they just help in some aspects. Like you feel more pretty when your 

makeup is done beautifully, so maybe in some way.”  
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Rebecca: “Probably! I use many every day, love using them, love collecting them, like being asked 

for advice; they make me happy and feel good about myself.” 

Emilie: “Definitely not. I use a lot of skincare for sure but it is not really about the product I use, 

but more about the procedure. I do not “swear” by a specific product as much as a beauty guru 

does.” 

Joanna: “I do not identify with beauty products nor do they represent a part of my identity, but they 

DO represent the part of my identity that self acknowledges the need for me to feel good about 

myself and my physicality.”  

Do you share your purchasing experience with others when you buy beauty products that 

were recommended more than when they were not? 

Vivien: “No. I would just tell my friends about it. Not on the social media or any other website.” 

Yvonne: “If I buy a product that really works for me then yes I do.” 

Rebecca: “I would probably be more likely to share a good experience unprompted than a bad one. 

And when solicited, unless asked specifically about a product, I would be more likely to bring up 

things that worked really well instead of putting other products down; which I find less helpful. I 

think I would be more likely to share things that were recommended because they are usually more 

well-known and more people tend to consider purchasing and ask about them, meaning they are 

more interested in them and more likely to buy them. Plus, often times, products are recommended 

by many because they work well and are good quality.” 

Emilie: “Not necessarily, I would share my experience if we happen to mention the product but I 

would not say “I use this because X recommended it and I love it” it’s not really an argument that 

people want to hear I guess.” 

Joanna: “Yes, sometimes I like to leave a comment because while I trust beauty gurus that I watch, I 

still like to read the comments to make sure others have had success as well.”  

Do you share pictures of yourself recreating the look or other images showing the products? 

Vivien: “No, never.”  
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Yvonne: “Yes I do. Usually not a lot of people see them, but if I am proud of a look that I have 

created then I will share it.” 

Rebecca: “Not really. I tend to show people in person, but I do not like taking pictures specifically 

because I feel like my photography skills never do the looks justice; they always look much better in 

person. I only share products that are like crazy awesome or adorable; for example the TooFaced 

Chocolate bar or TheBalm, and only to other friends who are interested in makeup.” 

Emilie: “I did with one makeup look, but not by showing the products, it was just my eyes and that 

was it.” 

Joanna: “I do with my close friends. It is fun getting to share looks with those close to me who enjoy 

makeup as much as I do!” 

Do you feel that the other subscribers to a beauty guru form a social group? 

Vivien: “Yes.”  

Yvonne: “Yes.” 

Rebecca: “Sort of. I feel like certain groups or ages are drawn to certain YouTubers, but overall, so 

many gurus have many, many followers. Many followers of YouYube beauty have a variety of 

interests and subscribe to many gurus, which means it varies in terms of who they actually watch 

vs. who they subscribe to and comment on.” 

Emilie: “Yes.” 

Joanna: “Sometimes they do. On other beauty guru videos you see a lot of comments comparing 

beauty gurus or looking out for their favorite gurus.”  

How would you describe your connection to the group? 

Vivien: “ I do not have a connection.”  

Yvonne: “I do not feel like I am connected” 

Rebecca: “I do not really comment; in this age, I do not really want all this stuff said on the internet 

found by future employers or family, plus it is way too time consuming, and I do not have a desire 

to be caught up in the drama that is too common! But I do sometimes read through comments to see 
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what the general consensus is on products or opinions, or to see tips or whatnot. I do like talking to 

my friends about a few different gurus or exchanging channel recommendation.” 

Emilie: “Not really, people like a beauty guru probably for the same reasons that I do, but it does 

not mean we are all part of a family or anything, it is like saying all people who like one football 

player all hang around as a group of friends. But I do feel like there is a better understanding 

within the beauty community, we all have that same hobby so we all appreciate each other.” 

Joanna: “I can relate to their comments. Whether its approval over a video I like or if there was 

something in the video we wanted to know about, in a way it does feel like a community with 

everyone collectively experiencing the video for the first time. It is interesting seeing all the 

different responses and perspectives.”  

How would you describe the community around beauty gurus? 

Vivien: “They are very protective. If you have anything to say it better be positive. No matter how 

you phrase something that is negative you will be attacked. I have seen it, comments that were just 

like constructive criticism and then they get attacked by the fans of a certain YouTuber. So whatever 

you post, if it is 100% positive, that is fine. But anything that is questionable be prepared to for the 

beats and the attacks.”   

Yvonne: “I mean lately it has not been that great, because a lot of people are using constructive 

criticism to just be mean.”  

Rebecca: “I think the community is massive and impossible to really trace or understand. Many 

gurus have millions of subscribers, who presumably appeal to a wide and diverse group of 

individuals. I do think that there are certain groups who seem to be more vocal or into meeting the 

gurus; I am thinking of younger viewers.” 

Emilie: “If you’re talking about the community as in the subscribers, I feel like there is a part of 

subscribers who really see themselves as friends with the beauty guru so they are very responsive 

and comment those inside jokes, but the line is hard to define whether it is being “fan” or being a 

“friend”.” 

Joanna: “The community is generally very positive and generally very accepting of all who want to 

be in it regardless of gender, race, weight, age and so on.”  
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Do you think that buying the right products make you fit into a group? 

Vivien: “No idea.”  

Yvonne: “I never really cared for fitting into a group.”  

Rebecca: “I feel like that would be the case for the younger viewers, like the teenage girls.” 

Emilie: “Not really, but I do think that being interested in products and beauty in general does 

make you fit into a group or can spark discussion, but I think for relationships to become deep and 

last, there must be much other connection than beauty products.” 

Joanna: “No. It may feel like it, but realistically there is no gain of exclusivity to some sort of club 

when one buys makeup items! Just doing our part in consumerism.”  

How would you describe your own self-esteem? 

Vivien: “I would say it is probably in the middle.”  

Yvonne: “I think it is like an 8ish lately. But only because my skin has not been that great lately and 

I am not happy about that. When my skin is like really bad it kind of affects my self-esteem.” 

Rebecca: “Always a work in progress, but typically good.” 

Emilie: “I am fairly happy with myself, I love beauty, but I try not to fall into that addiction that a 

lot of girls tend to have watching these videos. I enjoy wearing no makeup, as much as I enjoy 

going full glam for a night out.” 

Joanna: “I have my ups and downs self-esteem wise. I am a very emotionally driven person, so my 

self-esteem is easily warped on par with my mood.”  

Do you feel like watching beauty videos affects your self-esteem positively or negatively? 

Vivien: “No effect at all. Why would it. It is like when you are watching gardening video: how 

would that affect your self-esteem? I do see people talking bad about themselves because the guru is 

so beautiful or perfect or something like that.”  

Yvonne: “I think positively. Because you also see that they are not perfect. I mean just like everyone 

else. They are not scared to show their face with like no makeup at all, and that really makes you 

feel like more normal, do not know if that is bad?”  
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Rebecca: “I would say that using techniques or being influenced by a guru’s style can make me 

more confident. For example, I always feel that I look much younger than I am; I am 25 and 

constantly get asked why I am so put together or working a “real job” as a high school student, and 

as a graduate student in mental health, I am always worried about people thinking I am under-

qualified or will not trust me due to age. Using makeup helps make me feel that I am portraying a 

look of being mature, put together, and even a little older; thank you contouring! This makes me 

feel more confident, and that I can think about it less, not to mention the really boosting feature of 

looking awake and healthy all the time, as I am very pale.” 

Emilie: “At first I was thinking “Oh god these girls look amazing” but then Snapchat came, and I 

saw them bare face and realized, well, they are just like us! They just have some extra skills with 

makeup!” 

Joanna: “Beauty videos really are a double edged sword. You get to learn and watch fun beauty 

videos, but can sometimes feel pressured to compete with the thousands of beautiful beauty gurus 

on the Internet. You start thinking that you need to look a certain way, or act a certain way to be 

accepted in society.”  

Do you give feedback to videos e.g. comments? 

Vivien: “Yes.”  

Yvonne: “Yes but I always give positive feedback.” 

Rebecca: “Very, very, very rarely do I ever comment or like a comment. Commenting to do this 

survey was the first time in like 2 years, and I really would not consider this feedback. I do, 

however, ‘like’ or thumbs up certain videos if I really like something and want to support it or want 

to save it for reference. I never dislike videos though, I figure not watching something I do not want 

to is feedback enough on my part.”  

Emilie: “I like to comment when I reeeaaally enjoyed the video! So most of the time it would be 

about the editing for a lookbook video for example, or if I have a specific question that has not been 

answered, I would post it in the comment section.” 

Joanna: “Sometimes I do! If I tried out a look, or had an opinion on a certain product I like to leave 

a comment.”  
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Do you feel that beauty gurus have made it more acceptable to wear more makeup? 

Vivien: “Yes definitely.”   

Yvonne: “Yes I believe they have. I think when people watch it the will like automatically begin to 

do more of an effort in looking beautiful and maybe try something new.” 

Rebecca: “Yes. Not just wearing more makeup, but wearing better quality, using more techniques, 

also, making it more acceptable to start wearing more makeup and better quality makeup at a 

younger age. But I think there are other influences making wearing more makeup more acceptable, 

such as expansion of drugstore makeup and expansion of higher quality drugstore makeup, 

celebrities; thinking of the Kardashians, among other things.” 

Emilie: “There is definitely a trend of makeup going on, it became more acceptable to wear false 

lashes every day for example, or to have a full face of makeup with a bright eye makeup less 

surprising.” 

Joanna: “For sure! One recent video that went viral, "The Power of Makeup" with over 12 million 

views, made a point of makeup being a fun form of self-expression that washes off at the end of the 

day. I think that is the general attitude towards wearing a lot of makeup in the community.” 

Do you feel that you share the same viewpoints and opinions as your favorite beauty guru? 

Vivien: “Yes on some things.”   

Yvonne: “Yes .I do not think that I would watch someone who I thought had negative opinions or 

someone I felt was very different from me.”  

Rebecca: “Not really. Only on some life things and products, and it varies based on gurus. In terms 

of life viewpoints and opinions, I feel like our lives are just so different, and my reason for watching 

is not really validation or looking for influence, rather just entertainment, curiosity, learning about 

makeup that I should consider or trying new things.” 

Emilie: “Sometimes I do, sometimes I do not, it depends on how a product acts on my face of 

course.” 

Joanna: “Not always. Sometimes there is a clear divide in our personal views or ideologies, but I 

still like to watch them because it is ok to have differences.” 
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How would you feel about your favorite beauty guru being sponsored? 

Vivien: “Happy for her. But not to the point where it is too much.”   

Yvonne: “I do not really mind, it if the product really is good and they like it, then it is okay with 

me.”  

Rebecca: “Well I know that most are, and I am very okay with that, as this is many gurus’ full time 

job. It is really no different than any other forms of entertainment sponsoring; this is a business like 

any other. I do, however, as I mentioned before, care if they endorse just for money rather than 

honest opinion or interest, and even worse; this combined with no connection to the channel, 

constantly endorse products well known to be bad, or just having poor transparency about 

sponsorship, like unspecified sponsorship, affiliate programs or not being honest about income.” 

Emilie: “Well it is her or his job, so I guess there is nothing wrong with that as long as it stays true 

to their real opinion. Like, as long as they do not recommend products they do not believe in.” 

Joanna: “I could understand one or two videos a every once in a while, or a simple mention or 

recommendation, but if every other video is an entire video that is sponsored, you start feeling like 

you are watching a TV commercial.”  

Would you trust the opinion of a beauty guru less if you knew that they were sponsored? 

Vivien: “Yes, it affects my opinion very much.” 

Yvonne: “I think it depends on how they deliver their opinion. I mean if you can feel like they only 

do it because of a company, then I do not see the point.”  

Rebecca: “No, as long as they are transparent about it; if they are not, then I either think that they 

are inexperienced, if they are new, or not being honest; and possibly even doing illegal things! I do 

not know too much about the business specifics, I just read an article about it, which makes me 

dislike and distrust the guru for many reasons.” 

Emilie: “It is a tough question, because on one hand I appreciate that they let us know “this video 

is sponsored by…” but on the other hand I feel like it is not completely their true opinion since a 

sponsored video means you can only feature the brand that sponsors you, which would not be the 

case if it was another day, if that makes sense.” 
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Joanna: “I would if they coupled it with their elaborate explanation and experience with the product 

that led to them wanting to recommend it.”  

What would make you unsubscribe to a beauty guru? 

Vivien: “Okay, if she were very irregular in posting her videos - Like going for a really long time 

without posting. -And if the content was getting very sloppy. -And also if she keeps on doing too 

many sponsored videos. -And finaly, if she changes her focus. Like if she changes her focus from 

makeup to clothing or from drugstore makeup to high-end makeup or from American makeup to 

Korean makeup, then I would generally just stop watching because that is not what I am into.” 

Yvonne: “In my personal experience I unsubscribed because that specific guru was being show-

off’ish. I really do not like that.”   

Rebecca: “Dishonesty, poor content, too much spam type videos. I do not really do this too often, 

just more likely to stop watching.” 

Emilie: “Usually there is not any particular reason, it is just that if I notice I have not watched the 

past 10 videos of a beauty guru, I will just unsubscribe.” 

Joanna: “I would unsubscribe if a beauty guru became a corporate puppet. It really strips the 

credibility from the recommendation when you know they are being paid to say certain things.”  

Do you think that there are social “rules” regarding what beauty products to buy? 

Vivien: “Yes, there are trends that you can see like now everyone is into highlighting. And the 

highlighters are really just like an extremely bright eye shadow. There is this trend and then it 

becomes more acceptable to have a really bright patch of eye shadow on your face basically. And 

that seems to be okay, because that is what everyone is doing. But I am aware that it looks really 

weird in person if I do that when I go out. But we think that it is okay because it is a trend.”  

Yvonne: “Maybe back then, but I do not think that as much anymore” 

Rebecca: “Not really, I think that there used to be bias over certain brands or drugstore versus 

high-end, but that has really decreased with better quality, more awareness and more access.” 

Emilie: “No, it is ok to use cheap makeup, which is why I love the drugstore favorites kind of 

videos, and sometimes you pay more for the marketing, not necessarily a better quality.” 
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Joanna: “I think more and more the social rules of makeup are diminishing. It is all about what 

makes you feel the best. As I said before, makeup washes off at the end of the day so it is important 

not to take it too seriously!”  

How do you think that beauty gurus have impacted the beauty industry? 

Vivien: “Yes they have. Very much so! I think that the beauty industry does not really know what 

people want until these beauty gurus started becoming more popular. They were speaking for the 

people and then the makeup industry could kind of take that feedback and make better products.” 

Yvonne: “I really think that they have impacted a lot actually with their reviews and 

recommendations. I think they make people more aware about the products that are out there, that 

you maybe did not know.”   

Rebecca: “I think that they are a phenomenal way to market and sell products in this time, 

especially with people not reading printed sources or ads or skipping commercials on DVD, and 

focus on social media. I also think that they have encouraged makeup use and inspire trends.” 

Emilie: “They definitely boosted the industry! The fact that it is out there on the internet, you see it 

more often than if you did not check YouTube! They are between advertisers and reviewers.” 

Joanna: “I think beauty gurus have opened up a huge market for social media influencers. Beauty 

corporations are taking note of this, hence the increase of sponsorships on YouTube.”  

Do you think that beauty gurus are innovative? 

Vivien: “Yes, for sure. I think that they kind of influence what products are being made by the 

beauty industry.”  

Yvonne: “Yes very much.” 

Rebecca: “Some are, some are not. I think the idea of a random person who is good at makeup but 

not professional or a celebrity making a living off of YouTube beauty is a very innovative concept.  

In terms of beauty innovation, I think some of them are, some of them are not, but they definitely 

help innovative techniques and products become more well-known and wide-spread.” 

Emilie: “They definitely have a different way to promote a product than a commercial. They 

constantly have to come up with new ideas so that the viewers do not get bored, so in a way, yes.” 
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Joanna: “I believe that beauty gurus are very innovative. There are always new makeup trends, 

beauty "hacks", and unique looks to view on YouTube. The creativity is incredible.”  

Do beauty gurus also affect your purchasing habits in other things than beauty products? 

Vivien: “Yes they do. Because of beauty gurus I started buying candles. I started buying stuff that 

they had, like I don’t know; fancy coffee or even like random stuff. Anything they would recommend 

maybe a book or music.”    

Yvonne: “Yes. Sometime when they show clothes in my style then I will try to find it and buy it.”  

Rebecca: “Once in a blue moon I will download an app because of a recommendation. I might also 

be more likely to check out a store for clothing or something if a guru has mentioned that they had 

luck there.”  

Emilie: “Not really.” 

Joanna: “No, I cannot recall an instance when I made a non-beauty purchase that was influenced by 

a beauty gurus recommendation of it.”  

Do you feel that there are vast differences between the different beauty gurus? 

Vivien: “Yes definitely. There is a big difference between the smaller channels and the big ones that 

have millions of subscribers.”  

Yvonne: “Yes, I feel like not everyone has the same styles or level of skills. Some of the newer ones 

are not as good as the ones who have done it for a longer time. And also some are really crazy in 

their style, and that is not really what I am looking for.”  

Rebecca: “Yes! There are so many of them, it would not work out to have so many successful ones if 

they were all the same and appealed to all of the same followers. There are also many that are 

similar to each other, again there are just so many, it would be hard to generalize for all of them.” 

Emilie: “They all have very strong makeup skills, but they all have a different way of showing it, 

and that is when the personality comes in! So yes there are differences, but in the end it is all about 

makeup.” 
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Joanna: “No, they all have a similar goal. To build large followings based on their collective 

enjoyment of beauty.”  

How important is feedback from the beauty gurus e.g. that they react to comments and 

suggestions? 

Vivien: “Very important!”  

Yvonne: “Very important. Some are really good at doing looks that viewers have suggested, which I 

really like.”  

Rebecca: “It is important, feeling heard is important, especially when there is a large number of 

individuals reacting in the same way. But it is also important to remain true to themselves and not 

become too depressed or frustrated with the inevitable bad or mean comments.” 

Emilie: “I would say it is pretty important since the viewers are the reason why the beauty guru is 

in his or her position! So it is good to listen to what people want, to a certain extent of course. They 

still have to be true to themselves. I would not expect them to do EVERYTHING that they are being 

asked! It is like expecting a singer to sing you all the songs you want, you cannot please everyone.” 

Joanna: “Not that important to me, but I can see it means a lot to some people that their favorite 

gurus engage with their audience more.”  

In your opinion, what make a good beauty guru? (Can anyone become a beauty guru?) 

Vivien: “I think that a good beauty guru has to be skilled, attractive and bubbly in personality and 

also be open to experimenting. You can have a guru that is doing the same look over and over 

again using the same product. Like why would people watch that? They need to try different things. 

And yes anybody can be a beauty guru; you have men, you have all kinds of people that I see on 

YouTube that would not even be like a normal beauty guru. You have a lot of male being beauty 

gurus as well and that is perfectly acceptable.”    

Yvonne: “Yes I think that anyone can become a beauty guru, I mean as long as they have the 

passion and skills for it, then yeah why not.” 

Rebecca: “Entertainment! I am imagining too that they must have beauty skills, personality, 

production skills, as well as business sense.”  
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Emilie: “First, the knowledge about what they are talking about. You can usually tell who is 

competent from who is doing it as a trend. Then I would say a good personality, if I enjoy it will 

make me stay, otherwise I would just pass. Obviously that makes a point that not everyone can be a 

beauty guru, some people actually study beauty degrees so I guess they are probably more 

competent than I will ever be! 

Joanna: “A good beauty guru is one that is skilled and passionate, but still humble. A good beauty 

guru promotes positivity and acceptance.”  

Do you believe that the purpose of beauty gurus is to make you buy beauty products? 

Vivien: “No, because they do not benefit from products being sold. So why would they exist just to 

sell products. -Unless they have a commission or something. Because there are beauty gurus that 

do that but I do not think that most of them are like that.”  

Yvonne: “No, not at all. I think they just have a passion for makeup like a lot of girls.”  

Rebecca: “No, but I think that is a major outcome. I think that they went into beauty just like one 

would be driven to any other job; passion, skill, interest, as well as making a living.” 

Emilie: “No, maybe some do it, but in general I do not think so.” 

Joanna: “Not necessarily. I think a large group of beauty gurus have that sole purpose, but some 

beauty gurus genuinely enjoy sharing their passion of makeup.”  

In your opinion, what is the difference between a YouTube beauty video and a commercial 

done by a beauty brand?   

Vivien: “Okay, the video is more realistic, more honest. Whereas the advertisement would feel 

more manufactured, scripted and fake. Also the advertisement contains a lot more hype I believe, 

like really exaggerate the comments that you just do not believe. Whereas the video they might 

balance it with some realistic feedback about what they do not like about the product, so it is more 

balanced.”        

Yvonne: “I feel with YouTube you get more in depth reviews and you actually see the product in 

action. Commercials do not really give you that.”  
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Rebecca: “I really feel that I cannot trust commercials by beauty brands; nothing is real. Either the 

product is not featured at all, it is not used, or is really not shown in an accurate way; false 

eyelashes in a mascara commercial gets me every time! At least there are a variety of YouTube 

videos and people generally use the products at hand and go more into depth about the product. I 

also feel that it is possible and not very difficult to find honest portrayals of products on YouTube, 

whereas I have really never seen that in a commercial. Also, gurus usually feature many different 

brands, and have the ability to compare products and make recommendations based on a wide 

variety of products.” 

Emilie: “I would say it is more personal. A commercial would just show you the product and its 

virtues with probably a lot of PhotoShop, while a YouTube video feels more real and close to 

reality!” 

Joanna: “Commercials usually involve a large production team, such as props, actors and so on. 

There is something more authentic about someone filming themselves and sharing their opinion like 

it is a conversation.”  

 

 

 

 

  

 


